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WARNING:  CHOKING HAZARD.
This game contains small parts and plastic
bags that are not for children under 3 years
of age. Children under 8 years can choke
or suffocate on small parts and plastic bags.
Adult supervision required. Keep plastic
bags and small parts away from children.

elcome to SeaRovers™, The Exciting Game of Real Pirates and Buccaneers™.

Grab your cutlass and prepare to take command! SeaRovers is the historically accurate adventure game that
brings to life the true stories of the most notorious pirates and buccaneers that ever roamed the Spanish Main!

The SeaRovers of the Spanish Main were a colorful band of cutthroats of many races and nationalities. Their story begins
with the arrival of Spanish explorers in the New World. The Spaniards conquered the native inhabitants and discovered an
immense wealth of silver and gold. They began sending hordes of this treasure back to Spain in caravans of heavily laden
galleons. Spanish settlements and treasure ships quickly became the target of English and French privateers and by the 1600s,
England, France and the Netherlands had established their own colonies in the New World. With these new ports to operate
from, entire privateer fleets were now sailing for the Caribbean in search of adventure and Spanish riches.

Object of the Game
SeaRovers is a game for one to four players filled with history, combat, greed and strategy. The game-play revolves around
weighing risk versus reward, analyzing and planning your objectives, and managing your hand properly. The game is designed
to accommodate multiple playing styles and rewards players that carefully contemplate their course and actions.

During the game, players are in command of famous freebooters and filibusters as they sail the Spanish Main in search of
prey and plunder. Booty is collected by building buccaneer and pirate vessels, completing historical Attacks, plundering
other players, and finding buried treasure. To secure your booty, you must bring it back to your Haven. By securing the
most booty, you can become the greatest SeaRover of them all!

Ye Pirate Bold
“It is not because of his life of adventure and daring that I admire this one of favorite heroes; nor is it because of
blowing winds nor blue ocean nor balmy islands which he knew so well; nor is it because of gold he spent nor treasure
he hid. He was a man who knew his own mind and what he wanted.”   — Howard Pyle

Game Equipment
• 136 - Playing cards
• 126 - Pieces of eight (POE)
• 28 - Gold doubloons
• 18 - Six-sided dice (9 red and 9 black)
• 12 - Playing pieces (3 each of 4 colors)
• 12 - Pirate flag/vessel markers (3 each of 4 flags)
• 2 - Weather and wind chart markers
• 1 - Hurricane marker
• 1 - Gameboard
• 1 - Game manual
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Game Setup
Place the gameboard on a large table with ample space around the edges of the board for each player’s cards to be placed.

1. EACH PLAYER CHOOSES A SET OF PIRATE FLAG/VESSEL MARKERS AND PLAYING PIECES.
After choosing, each player should have three matching pirate flag/vessel markers and three playing pieces.

2. EACH PLAYER GETS TWELVE SILVER PIECES OF EIGHT AND TWO GOLD DOUBLOONS.
The remaining pieces of eight and gold doubloons are set aside and called the treasury. Your silver pieces of eight (POE)
are your permanent supply of booty (see Supply of Booty on page 12).

During the game your booty is used to pay the costs of: assembling and moving vessels, changing Havens, purchasing and
discarding cards, and playing Wild cards. You can increase your supply of booty by completing Attacks, plundering other
players, and finding buried treasure. For every five pieces of eight that you secure in your permanent supply, you receive
one gold doubloon that you must display (see Gold Doubloons on page 12).

3. DEAL EACH PLAYER SIX ATTACK CARDS.
Separate the thirty-two Attack cards from the deck and sort them into two piles: buccaneer Attacks (red) and pirate Attacks
(black). Shuffle each pile and deal each player three buccaneer Attacks and three pirate Attacks. Players then arrange their
six Attack cards face-up next to the gameboard in front of them (see the diagram on page 13). This is your Attack Row.
Shuffle and place the remaining Attack cards in a stack face-down at the lower left of the gameboard. This is the Attack Pile.

4. DEAL EACH PLAYER ONE HAVEN CARD.
Separate the eight Haven cards from the deck, shuffle them and deal each player
one. Players then place their Haven card face-up next to their row of Attack
cards. Set the remaining Haven cards aside until step 7.

5. EACH PLAYER CHOOSES A STARTING VESSEL.
Separate from the deck the sixteen cards that makeup the four starting vessels.
You can identify these cards by the color-coded jewels in the upper left corner.

Each starting vessel consists of four cards, a Sloop, a set of great guns (an old
term for cannons, the ones for starting vessels are labeled “4-Pounders” or “6-
Pounders”), a crew, and a captain (labeled “Buccaneer” or “Pirate”). Arrange
these cards by their matching colored jewels into the four starting vessels. Set
the four starting vessels out on the gameboard to be chosen by the players.

To determine who chooses first, each player rolls two dice. The player with the
highest total becomes the starting player and selects their starting vessel first.
Proceed around the table clockwise until each player has selected.

Each player’s starting vessel is then placed on the table in a slot beneath their
Attack Row (see the diagram on page 13). If fewer than four players are playing,
set the remaining vessels aside until step 7.

Note:  Your starting vessel is not at sea. It is simply assembled on the table
at the beginning of the game. You must still pay its move cost to set sail and move
a playing piece representing the vessel during the Action Phase of your turn.

Strategy Tip:  When choosing your starting vessel, try to select one
if possible, that has a captain showing the same coordinate as one of
your Attack cards (see Captain’s Historical Attack Bonus on page 10).

Note:  The Attack cards, vessel cards (Sloops, Brigantines, 3-Mast Ships and Warships), captain cards (Buccaneers and Pirates),

A Starting Vessel
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great guns cards (4, 6, 8, 12 and 18-Pounders), and crew cards are color-coded; buccaneer–red and pirate–black. Vessels
can only be assembled with the same type of cards (buccaneer or pirate, meaning red on red and black on black). Only buccaneer
vessels can attempt to complete buccaneer Attacks; likewise, pirate vessels can only attempt to complete pirate Attacks.

6. DEAL EACH PLAYER ONE HAVEN.
Shuffle the eight Haven cards and deal each player one. Players then place their Haven card face-up next to their Attack
Row (see the diagram on page 13).

7. DEAL EACH PLAYER EIGHT CARDS FACE-DOWN.
Put the remaining Havens and starting vessel cards (if any) back into the deck and shuffle it at least seven times to randomize
the cards. Deal each player eight cards face-down. Do not show these cards to other players, this is the hand you will play from.

8. SET UP THE PURCHASE COLUMN, DRAW PILE AND DISCARD PILE.
Deal three cards face-up in the upper left corner of the gameboard. This is the Purchase Column. Place the remaining cards
to the right of the Purchase Column in a stack face-down. This is the Draw Pile. Turn the top card of the Draw Pile over
and place it on the gameboard to the right. This card becomes the Discard Pile (see the diagram on page 13).

Playing the Game
THE PHASES OF A TURN.
The starting player goes first. Play then proceeds around the table clockwise. Each player’s turn has seven phases. The phases
must take place in the following order:

1. Reclaim Booty
2. Draw or Purchase
3. Action
4. Upkeep
5. Discard
6. Refill Hand
7. Restock Purchase Column

1. RECLAIM BOOTY.
During this phase reclaim your supply of booty by turning back over your spent pieces of eight from your last turn. Remember,
the booty that you spend is only considered spent for that turn (see Supply of Booty on page 12).

2. DRAW OR PURCHASE.
During this phase you must draw or purchase one card. Unless you choose to draw an Attack card, the drawn or purchased
card must go into your hand. You have the following options to choose from:

• Purchase one of the three existing cards from the Purchase Column for a cost of two pieces of eight.
• Replace the Purchase Column for a cost of five pieces of eight. To do this, pay five pieces of eight from your

supply of booty, then place all three cards from the Purchase Column on the top of the Discard Pile face-up and
replace them with three new cards from the Draw Pile. You then have the option to take a card from the new Purchase
Column at no cost, or draw the top card from the Draw Pile. Players can only do this once per turn.

• Draw the top card from the Draw Pile.
• Draw the top card from the Discard Pile.
• Draw an Attack card from the top of the Attack Pile. You have the choice to replace any one of your Attack cards

(place the old Attack card on the bottom of the Attack Pile face-up); or you can choose not to keep the new Attack
card and place it on the bottom of the Attack Pile face-up. Regardless of your choice, this completes the phase.

Note:  You will always maintain six Attack cards on your Attack Row, but you may not always have three buccaneer
Attacks and three pirate Attacks. When the Attack Pile is exhausted, reshuffle the Attack cards and make a new Attack Pile.
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3. ACTION.
During this phase you can perform any of the following actions multiple times, as your supply of booty permits:

A. Assemble up to Three Vessels
B. Set Sail and Move Your Vessels
C. Complete Attacks to Gain Booty
D. Attack an Opponent’s Vessel
E. Change Your Haven
F. Return to Your Haven and Secure Booty
G. Play Wild, History and Instant Cards

A. ASSEMBLE UP TO THREE VESSELS.
Beneath your Attack Row you have three slots that you can assemble up to three vessels in (see the diagram on page 13).
There is no significance as to which slot a vessel is assembled in. Your vessels can be buccaneer or pirate, and in any
combination. At no time can you be assembling or have assembled more than three vessels. The following rules apply:

• Each vessel must be assembled with the same type of cards, meaning only a buccaneer (red) captain, great guns and
crew, can be placed on a buccaneer vessel. The same applies for a pirate vessel (black). To bring a vessel, captain, great
guns or crew card out of your hand and place it on the table, you must pay the card’s cost (shown in the bottom
left corner of the card) from your supply of booty.

Total Strength: The sum of the strength ratings of an
assembled vessel’s individual cards is its total strength.
This is the number of dice used in Attack and Combat
Rolls. The total strength of this vessel is nine.

Vessel Card: An assembled vessel must have a minimum
of a captain and vessel card to set sail.

Great Guns: Only one set of great guns (one card) can
be placed aboard a vessel at any given time. A vessel can
only accept the size guns listed on the vessel card.

Crew: Only one crew card can be placed aboard a vessel
at any given time.

Captain: The cards labeled “Buccaneer” and “Pirate”
are the captains. Only one captain can be placed aboard
a vessel at any given time.

Captain’s Historical Attacks: These Attack coordinates
show the historical Attacks the captain participated in
(see Captain’s Historical Attack Bonus on page 10).

Card Cost: When assembling a vessel, you must pay
the card cost for each card that you take out of your
hand and place on the table.

Captain’s Saving Roll: These skulls represent the
captain’s nautical and piratical skills: such as sailing,
navigation, hand-to-hand combat, and command ability.
The number of skulls is the number of dice the captain
uses when making Saving Rolls (see page 15).

An Assembled Vessel
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• An assembled vessel that can set sail is only required to consist of two cards, a captain and vessel card. You can
also add either or both, a set of great guns (one card that is labeled 4, 6, 8, 12 or 18-Pounders) and a crew card.

• Only one captain, one crew card, and one set of great guns can reside aboard a vessel at any given time. Some
vessels can only be armed with certain sizes of great guns (see the diagram below).

• To start assembling a vessel, you must first place either a vessel or captain card on the table. A captain, great guns,
and crew card can be taken from your hand and placed aboard a vessel in any order, and a crew and vessel can be placed
with a captain in any order. Great guns cannot be placed on the table unless they are put aboard a vessel.

• You can move cards between vessels and captains that are not at sea. They must be moved to the same type of vessel
or captain and follow the other rules for assembling a vessel. Cards cannot be moved between vessels that are at sea.
You can only upgrade or change a vessel at sea by using the Plunder Bonus for completing an Attack (see page 9).

• You can burn any of your cards that are on the table, that are not at sea, by placing them on the Discard Pile. This
costs nothing and can be done multiple times during a turn. You can burn a complete vessel that is at sea, but you
cannot burn individual cards from a vessel that is at sea (cards on a vessel at sea can be replaced using the Plunder
Bonus). Do not confuse this with the Discard Phase. During the Discard Phase you can only discard cards from your hand.

Note:  Neither a crew card nor a great guns card can reside on the table by itself. For example, if a captain is removed
from the table by a Wild card, and only a crew card is with the captain, the crew must be moved to another captain or
vessel (following the rules for assembling a vessel), or it must be placed on the Discard Pile.

Strategy Tip:  An effective way to burn through cards in your hand is to replace cards on a vessel that is not at
sea. For example, you can pay to put a crew aboard, burn it by placing it on the Discard Pile, then pay to put
another crew aboard and so forth. This will allow you to draw or purchase more cards during the Refill Hand Phase
of your turn. Discarding a complete vessel will allow you to open up a slot (if needed) to assemble a different vessel.

A Named Vessel Card

Strength Rating

Move Rate: The die roll you make to determine
the number of spaces your vessel can move.

Historical Information

Captain’s Historical Vessel Bonus: If a named
vessel is under the command of its historical captain
you gain one extra space per move.

Card and Move Cost: The card cost is how much
you must pay to bring the card out of your hand
and place it on the table. This number is also the
vessel’s move cost and shows how much you must
pay each turn to move the vessel.

Guns: This is the size of great guns (an old term
for cannons) that can placed aboard the vessel. This
vessel can be armed with any size great guns, whereas
a Sloop can only be armed with 4, 6 or 8-Pounders.

Cargo: This is the maximum number of pieces of
eight (booty) the vessel can carry. A vessel that has
reached its limit can still be used to complete Attacks
or attack opponents, but may not carry more booty.
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B. SET SAIL AND MOVE YOUR VESSELS.
After you have assembled a vessel, you must pay the vessel’s move cost (shown in the bottom left corner of the vessel card)
to set sail and move your playing piece on the gameboard that represents that vessel (see the diagram on page 13). When
you pay the cost for a vessel to set sail, it includes the payment for moving that turn. The following rules apply:

• When a vessel sets sail, you place a numbered pirate flag/vessel marker on your vessel’s cards, turn the vessel card sideways
(so that the strength rating on the side is now at the top) to show that the vessel is now at sea. Then place your playing
piece with the matching number, on your Haven card’s hex on the gameboard.

Next, roll for your vessel’s move (its move rate as shown on the vessel card), and move your playing piece up to that
number of spaces. You can move your vessel less than the number of spaces your move roll indicates. For more
information about a vessel’s move rate see Vessel Cards on page 21.

• You can move each of your vessels that are at sea once per turn, as your supply of booty permits. Each turn you
move a vessel, you must pay the vessel’s move cost. History cards can be played that allow a vessel to move again
during the same turn, and a vessel can also move again by way of the Captain’s Historical Attack Bonus (see page 10).

• A History card that adds to a vessel’s move can be played before or after the initial move roll is made, but not after
a vessel has moved and stopped to perform an action (such as attempt to complete an Attack, attack an opponent’s
vessel, or find buried treasure). The History card can only be used for one die roll (see History Cards on page 23).

• You cannot stop to perform an action and then start moving the same vessel again, unless you play a History card
stating “move again,” or use the Captain’s Historical Attack Bonus (see page 10) after completing an Attack. If you
move a vessel and stop short of your move roll number to perform an action, any move spaces left over are lost.

• Cards and booty cannot be moved between vessels that are at sea. You can only upgrade or change a vessel that is
at sea by using the Plunder Bonus for completing an Attack (see page 9).

An Attack Card

Strength Rating: This is the number of dice a player’s
vessel must defeat to successfully complete the Attack.

Attack Location: This coordinate corresponds to a
hex on the gameboard where a historical buccaneer
or pirate Attack took place. You must move a playing
piece to the hex to attempt to complete the Attack.

Historical Information

Booty: This is the number of pieces of eight that you
receive when you complete the Attack. The booty
from a completed Attack is placed aboard your vessel.

Plunder Bonus: See the rules for an Attack’s Plunder
Bonus on page 9.
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• A vessel can move through the same hex that another vessel is in, including an opponent’s vessel, with no effect or
required combat, but no two vessels can ever occupy the same hex. For additional rules concerning where a vessel
can move on the gameboard, see Game Layout and Moving on the Gameboard on page 13.

• CAPTAIN’S HISTORICAL VESSEL BONUS.
If a named vessel is under the command of its historical captain (such as Blackbeard aboard his Warship Queen Anne’s
Revenge), you gain one extra space per move (as shown by the *asterisk on the named vessel cards).

C. COMPLETE ATTACKS TO GAIN BOOTY.
During the game you can attempt to complete Attacks to gain booty and possibly a Plunder Bonus. Attacks are represented
by an Attack card on your Attack Row that has a coordinate that corresponds to an Attack Location on the gameboard.
You can attempt to complete multiple Attacks during the Action Phase of a single turn. The following rules apply:

• Only buccaneer vessels can attempt to complete buccaneer Attacks, and only pirate vessels can attempt pirate
Attacks. Any buccaneer captain can be in command of a buccaneer vessel attempting to complete a buccaneer Attack;
likewise, the same applies to pirate captains and pirate Attacks. There is a move bonus for captains that complete
Attacks that they historically participated in (see Captain’s Historical Attack Bonus on page 10).

• To attempt to complete an Attack, you must have that Attack card on your Attack Row and move a vessel to
the corresponding hex on the gameboard (see Attack Locations on page 14). Attack cards have a strength rating at
the top. This is the number of dice you must defeat to successfully complete the Attack. The attacking player makes an
Attack Roll by rolling the number of dice equal to his vessel’s total strength, and an opposing player of his choice,
rolls the number of dice equal to the Attack card’s strength (see Attack Rolls on page 14 for more information).

Attack battles can last for multiple rounds and your vessel may be able to take damage when you lose an Attack round
(see Taking Damage and Vessel Defeats on page 16).

Note:  A History card that is played to add to an Attack Roll, must be played before the Attack Roll is made. Also
note that Attack Rolls are not Combat Rolls and different rules apply for each (See Rollin’ the Bones on page 14).

• To complete an Attack you only have to win one round of battle. When an Attack is completed, you receive the
Attack’s booty from the treasury (the number of pieces of eight shown in the bottom left corner of the Attack card).
The booty is then placed aboard the vessel that completed the Attack (see the diagram on page 13). Each type of vessel
has a maximum amount of booty it can carry (see Cargo on the diagram on page 7).

• When you complete an Attack, you also may be able to gain the Attack’s Plunder Bonus which could allow you
to upgrade or change your vessel (see Plunder Bonus below).

• After an Attack is completed, the Attack card is removed from your Attack Row and placed on the bottom of the Attack
Pile face-up. You must then draw a new Attack card from the top of the Attack Pile and place it face-up on your Attack
Row. If you fail to complete an Attack, the Attack card remains on your Attack Row.

Note:  You will always maintain six Attack cards on your Attack Row, but you may not always have three buccaneer
Attacks and three pirate Attacks. When the Attack Pile is exhausted, reshuffle the cards and make a new Attack Pile.

• PLUNDER BONUS.
The Plunder Bonus for completing an Attack is a card that you can gain and use on your vessel that completed the
Attack. This is the only way you can upgrade, add cards to, or change the vessel card of a vessel that is at sea.
To gain the Plunder Bonus, you must be able to take the type of card shown on the Attack card (see the diagram on
page 8) from one of the three following places:

• The cards in your hand.
• Your cards on the table that are not at sea.
• From the Purchase Column.
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If the card is available, you can take it from one of these three places at no cost, and add it to, or replace cards from
the vessel that completed the Attack. The card must be the same type as your vessel and captain (buccaneer or pirate),
and the vessel must still be assembled with cards following the rules for assembling vessels. For example, if a 3-Mast Ship
armed with 18-Pounders is changed to a Sloop, the 18-Pounders must be discarded because a Sloop can not carry that
size great guns. Any card that is replaced, must be placed on the Discard Pile.

Note:  The Purchase Column is never restocked until the last phase of a player’s turn.

Strategy Tip:  The Plunder Bonus can be an integral part of your strategy. For example, you may set sail with a
vessel that has no crew card and head toward an Attack that has a crew for its Plunder Bonus. If it takes you a
turn or more to reach the Attack, a crew may be available to use as the Plunder Bonus by the time you get there.

• CAPTAIN’S HISTORICAL ATTACK BONUS.
If a captain completes an Attack that he historically participated in (shown by the Attack coordinates on the captain
cards), the vessel can immediately move again at no cost. This can be done multiple times during a single turn.

Strategy Tip:  The Captain’s Historical Attack Bonus is one of the most effective ways to speed your progress in
the game. Be sure to familiarize yourself with the Attack cards on your Attack Row and the Attack coordinates on
your captain cards, in order to plan wisely when assembling vessels and choosing your course of action.

D. ATTACK AN OPPONENT’S VESSEL.
During the game you can attack an opponent’s vessel that is at sea with one of your own. This is called player versus player
or ship-to-ship combat. Any vessel, buccaneer or pirate, can attack any other vessel. The following rules apply:

• To attack another player’s vessel you must be able to move the number of spaces that allow your playing piece to reach
the same space that the defender’s vessel is in. The attacker must then stop one space short in a hex next to the
defender (with no white barriers between them). The defender can attempt to parley with the attacker before the
battle begins (see Attempt to Invoke Parley on page 15). If a battle ensues, each player makes a Combat Roll and
rolls the number of dice equal to their vessel’s total strength (see 1. Player Versus Player Combat on page 15 for rules).

• Vessels engaged in ship-to-ship combat may be able to take damage (see Taking Damage on page 16), and the combat
can result in the defeat and looting of a vessel by the victor (see Vessel Defeats on page 16). If the attacker wins,
the defender’s playing piece is removed from the gameboard and the attacker’s playing piece is moved into the hex it
was in. If the defender wins, the attacker’s playing piece is removed from the gameboard and the defender’s playing piece
remains in its present position. The cards that represent the defeated vessel are placed on the Discard Pile.

• A player can attack an opponent’s vessel that is on an Attack Location hex, but cannot attack an opponent’s vessel that
is on its own Haven card’s hex (see Havens on page 14).

Note:  An Instant card that is played to add to a Combat Roll, must be played before the Combat Roll is made.

E. CHANGE YOUR HAVEN.
You can change your Haven at any time during the Action phase of your turn. This is done simply by placing your existing
Haven card on the Discard Pile and replacing it with a new Haven card from your hand. You must pay the card cost of the
new Haven card (shown in the lower left corner) to take it from your hand and place it on the table. This can be done
multiple times during the Action Phase of a single turn.

Strategy Tip:  Changing the location of your Haven will allow you reach Attack Locations and secure your booty
in an efficient manner. For example, if you sail across the board and complete several Attacks, then change your
Haven to one that is close to your vessel’s present position, you can quickly secure your booty.

F. RETURN TO YOUR HAVEN AND SECURE BOOTY.
When you return a vessel to your Haven with booty aboard, you can secure the booty into your permanent supply. The
booty is considered unspent and is immediately usable that same turn. As a result, however (because pirates were known



to engage in revelry for days after returning with booty), your vessel, captain and all aboard must be placed on the
Discard Pile. There is no exception. Be sure to collect your gold doubloons if necessary (see Gold Doubloons on page 12).

You can move your vessel to your Haven choosing not to secure your booty (if any is aboard), and not lose your vessel.
The vessel is still at sea and you cannot upgrade or change it in any way. The only advantage is that it cannot be
attacked by another player’s vessel. You can still sail other vessels out of your Haven (see Havens on page 14).

G. PLAY WILD, HISTORY AND INSTANT CARDS.
In SeaRovers there are three types of special cards: Wild, History and Instant cards. These dynamic cards have a wide range
of game effects that can be used to your advantage. The following rules apply:

Wild and History cards can only be played during the Action phase of your own turn. To play a Wild card you must
pay the card cost shown in the bottom left of the card. Instant cards can be played at anytime during the game, in
any number or combination, with certain restrictions. Pay close attention to the wording on the card as different rules apply
for Attack, Saving, and Combat Rolls (See Rollin’ the Bones on page 14). For detailed game-play information, see the
sections on Wild, History and Instant cards beginning on page 22.

Note:  If an Instant card is played between turns, the Instant card and any cards negated by it, are placed beneath the
last player’s discard on the Discard Pile. This is so that the top card of the Discard Pile at the beginning of each
player’s turn, is always the last player’s discard.

4. UPKEEP.
During this phase remove any expired Wild cards that have been played on your cards and place them on the Discard Pile.

5. DISCARD.
During this phase you must discard one card from your hand and place it on the Discard Pile. This costs nothing and
even if you can play all of the cards in your hand during a single turn, you must keep one card to discard. You also have
the option to discard up to two more cards from your hand by paying two pieces of eight for each card.

6. REFILL HAND.
During this phase you must refill your hand to eight cards. You can either draw the cards from the Draw Pile, or if you
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A Wild CardA History Card

Card Type

Historical Information

What the Wild Card
can be Played on.

The Card’s Game Effect

Card Cost
The is how much you must
pay to play the Wild card.



“So the Treasure was Divided”
by Howard Pyle
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have not spent all of your booty for the turn, you have the option to purchase any or all of the cards from the Purchase
Column for two pieces of eight each.

Note:  When the Draw Pile is exhausted, reshuffle the Discard Pile (except the top card) and make a new Draw Pile. Be
sure to shuffle the cards at least seven times to fully randomize them.

7. RESTOCK PURCHASE COLUMN.
During this phase restock the Purchase Column to three cards by drawing from the top of the Draw Pile.

Supply of Booty
SILVER PIECES OF EIGHT (POE).
Your supply of booty is represented by silver pieces of eight. During the game your booty is used to pay the costs of:
assembling and moving vessels, changing Havens, purchasing and discarding cards, and playing Wild cards. Booty that is
spent is set aside and considered spent for the remainder of that turn. Each turn your supply of booty is reclaimed for
use again. When you return a vessel to your Haven with booty aboard, you can secure the booty into your permanent
supply. The booty is considered unspent and is immediately usable that same turn.

Note:  When you return a vessel to your Haven and secure its booty, your vessel, captain and all aboard must be placed
on the Discard Pile. There is no exception (see F. Return to Your Haven and Secure Booty on page 10).

GOLD DOUBLOONS.
During the game you are awarded gold doubloons as your supply of booty increases. For every five pieces of eight that you
secure in your permanent supply of booty, you receive one gold doubloon that you must display. The two gold doubloons
that you start the game with show that you have at least ten pieces of eight but less than fifteen. When you have secured
fifteen pieces of eight, you receive another gold doubloon and so forth throughout the game. Gold doubloons are never
spent, they are simply a visual marker to show the amount of booty you have gained. The first player to gain the designated
number of gold doubloons wins the game (see Winning the Game on page 16).

Note:  During the game you do not have to divulge the exact number of pieces of eight in your supply of booty, but you
must display your gold doubloons indicating your progress in the game.



Game Layout and Moving on the Gameboard
Purchase Column
(The Shipyard)
Players are allowed to examine
the cards in Purchase Column.

Draw Pile
(The Sea Chest)

Discard Pile
(The Bone Yard)
Players cannot look through
the Discard Pile during the
game to see what cards have
been played.

Attack Locations

The Isle of Pines
(“X” Marks the Spot)

Havens

White Barriers

Attack Pile
(The War Chest)

This is your supply of booty.
Turn your pieces of eight (POE)
over as you spend them. At the
start of each turn, your booty
is reclaimed for use again.

This is your Attack Row. Beneath it you have three slots that you can assemble up
to three vessels in. There is no significance as to which slot a vessel is assembled in.

Your pirate flag has a number
that shows which numbered
playing piece on the board your
cards represent. Place your flag
on the cards when your vessel
sets sail. Turn the vessel card
sideways to show it is at sea.

When you complete
an Attack, place the
booty aboard your
vessel.
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Slot 1 Slot 2 Slot 3
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HEX SPACES.
Each hex space on the gameboard is roughly 75 miles across in real-life. The hexes that vessels can move in are: the completely
enclosed white hexes, the red and black hexes (Attack Locations), and the blue hexes (Havens). The dark outline hexes that
cross over certain land masses are for use only with the Advanced Wind, Weather and Hurricane Rules (see page 17).

A vessel can move through the same hex that another vessel is in, including an opponent’s vessel, with no effect or
required combat, but no two vessels can ever occupy the same hex.

ATTACK LOCATIONS.
The red and black hexes represent the locations of historical pirate and buccaneer Attacks. These correspond to Attack cards
with the same coordinate. You must have the Attack card and your Attack Row and move a playing piece to this location
to attempt to complete the Attack. Any player’s vessel can enter any Attack hex whether they have the Attack card or not.

Note:  To reach Attack Location B11 on the gameboard, you must simply move through hex B10.

HAVENS.
The blue hexes on the gameboard correspond to, and are represented by Haven cards that are labeled with the same
coordinate. You cannot move into another player’s Haven hex, or attack a player’s vessel that is in its own Haven hex.
You can move into a Haven hex that does not belong to another player, there is no advantage or disadvantage.

You can move your vessel to your own Haven hex choosing not to secure your booty (if any is aboard), and not lose your
vessel. The vessel is still at sea and you cannot upgrade or change it in any way. The only advantage is that it cannot
be attacked by another player’s vessel. You can still sail other vessels out of your Haven.

WHITE BARRIERS.
The thick white lines delineate places on the map that a vessel cannot sail across such as land masses, islands and cays. A vessel
cannot move directly over these lines or attack another player’s vessel when a white barrier separates the hexes they are in.

THE ISLE OF PINES: “X” MARKS THE SPOT.
Discovered by Columbus during his third voyage to the New World, the Isle of Pines is a large island off the coast Cuba
that is mostly covered with pine forests. Marked by the gold hex with an “X” on the gameboard, it was the site of Rock
the Brazilian’s buried treasure and was used by buccaneers such as Laurens de Graff as a place to rendezvous and clean their
vessels. Over the years seamen have known the island by nicknames such as the Isle of Parrots and Treasure Island. The
island is frequently in the path of hurricanes and since 1978 it has been known as the Isle of Youth.

Rollin’ the Bones
While playing SeaRovers you will attempt to complete Attacks, engage in ship-to-ship battles, fight duels, and encounter
other situations that require you to “roll the bones” to determine the outcome. These die rolls are called Attack, Saving
and Combat Rolls. In each type, two opposing players will roll a number of dice. Each roll is a round and all rounds are
resolved consecutively during the Action Phase of a single turn.

Before each round, the players must announce the number of dice they are rolling. An Instant or History card that is
played to add to a player’s Attack, Saving, or Combat Roll, must be played before the die roll is made. The dice
are rolled simultaneously and the winner is determined by comparing the highest pair. If the highest pair are tied, compare
the next highest pair and so forth until a winner of the round is determined (see the examples on page 15). If the result
is an exact tie, or if one player has fewer dice than the other and the last pair compared were tied, the round is a
Standoff. Different rules apply for a Standoff depending on whether it is an Attack, Saving or Combat Roll.

ATTACK ROLLS.
Attack Rolls are made when a player attempts to complete an Attack. The attacking player rolls the number of dice equal
to his vessel’s total strength, and an opposing player of his choice, rolls the number of dice equal to the Attack card’s
strength. Attack battles can have multiple rounds (see Taking Damage on page 16) which are resolved consecutively.
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The attacking player can choose to withdraw from an Attack battle after any round that he loses—and the vessel is not
defeated, or that ends in a Standoff. His playing piece remains in its present position on the Attack Location and he may
attempt to complete the Attack during a later turn. He can also choose to continue the present Attack battle until he wins,
withdraws or is defeated (see Vessel Defeats on page 16).

Note:  Die rolls made when attempting to
complete an Attack are not Combat Rolls.
Therefore an Instant card that adds to a Combat
Roll cannot be used. Likewise, a History card
that adds to an Attack Roll can only be used
when attempting to complete an Attack, not
when attacking another player’s vessel (see 1.
Player Versus Player Combat below).

SAVING ROLLS.
Savings Rolls are made when a player’s captain
must defend against the effect of a Wild card
stating, “Captain save vs…” The defending
player rolls the number dice equal to the number
of skulls shown at the bottom of the captain’s
card, and the player of the Wild card rolls the
number of dice stated on the Wild card.

If the captain wins, the Wild card is defeated
and placed on the Discard Pile. A Standoff is
re-rolled and repeated if necessary until a winner
is determined. If the captain loses, the Wild card’s
stated effect happens.

COMBAT ROLLS.
Combat Rolls are made when two player’s vessels
engage in ship-to-ship combat, or when a player’s
vessel must engage in combat versus a Wild card.
Battles involving Combat Rolls can have multiple
rounds (see Taking Damage on page 16) which
are resolved consecutively. The two types of
Combat Rolls are described below:

1. Player Versus Player Combat.
This type of combat is a ship-to-ship battle
between the vessels of two opposing players.
Any vessel that moves into proper position can
attack an opponent’s vessel (see D. Attack an
Opponent’s Vessel on page 10).

Attempt to Invoke Parley.
Before any ship-to-ship combat round, the
defender may attempt to invoke parley. This
means he can try to negotiate with the attacker.
If both players decide to parley, only pieces of
eight can be exchanged from the defender’s
vessel to the attacker’s vessel, in return for
safe passage.

If a battle ensues, each player makes a Combat

Example 3.

Example 2.

Example 1.

Highest
Pair

Player 1 Player 2

Player 1 Player 2

Player 1 Player 2
Highest

Pair

Second
Highest

Pair

Third
Highest

Pair

Result: Player 2 wins the round.

Result: The round is a Standoff.

Note:  This is a Standoff because a player is never penalized for having
fewer dice, therefore the result of a round in which a player rolls a single
die and gets a six, must either be a win for that player or a Standoff.

Next
Highest

Pair

Highest
Pair

Result: Player 1 wins the round.

Below are three examples of how opposing die rolls are resolved:
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Roll and rolls the number of dice equal to their vessel’s total strength. Vessels engaged in ship-to-ship combat may be able
to take damage (see Taking Damage below), and the combat can result in the defeat and looting of the opposing vessel
by the victor (see Vessel Defeats below).

Note:  A Standoff is re-rolled, if a Standoff occurs on the re-roll, the defender can choose to evade the attacker or
continue the battle (re-rolling again), If he chooses to evade, the battle ends leaving both vessels in their present position.

Note:  The defender can choose to evade the attacker if he wins a round, but if he chooses to evade, the attacker takes
no damage for the round and the battle ends leaving both vessels in their present position.

Note:  The attacker can choose to withdraw from the battle after any round he wins, but if he chooses to withdraw,
the defender takes no damage for the round and has the choice of continuing the battle thus becoming the attacker,
or to also withdraw, ending the battle and leaving both vessels in their present position.

2. Player Versus Wild Card Combat.
This type of combat occurs when a player’s vessel has a Wild card played on it stating “Combat vs… .” The player of the
Wild card makes a Combat Roll and rolls the number of dice stated, and the defending player makes a Combat Roll and
rolls the number of dice equal to his vessel’s total strength. The defending player may be able to take damage (see Taking
Damage below). A Standoff is re-rolled and repeated if necessary until a winner of the round is determined.

The defending player must win only one combat round to defeat a Wild card. If a vessel is defeated by a Wild card, the
Wild card and cards for the defeated vessel are placed on the Discard Pile. Any booty aboard the vessel is returned to the
treasury and the vessel’s playing piece is removed from the board. If the Wild card is defeated, it is placed on the Discard Pile.

TAKING DAMAGE.
A vessel engaged in battle with a set of great guns and/or a crew card aboard, has the ability to take damage when a round
of battle is lost. The losing player can remove one of these cards (their choice) as the damage received for losing that round.
The card is placed on the Discard Pile, and consequently the vessel’s total strength is diminished.

VESSEL DEFEATS.
If a player’s vessel has only a captain aboard, and he loses a round of battle, the vessel is defeated. The captain and vessel
cards are placed on the Discard Pile, and the vessel’s playing piece is removed from the board. Any booty aboard the vessel
is returned to the treasury—unless the vessel is defeated in Player Versus Player Combat as described below:

When a vessel is defeated in Player Versus Player Combat, the captain is fatally wounded and the vessel is
heavily damaged. Both will soon be on their way to Davey Jones’ Locker. As a result, the victor can quickly
search and loot the defeated vessel’s booty (if any) before it plunges into the sea. To determine how much
booty is found, the victor rolls one die. The result is the maximum number of pieces of eight that is plundered.

You cannot take more booty from a vessel than is aboard, and no cards can be taken from a defeated vessel. After
the vessel is looted, both the captain and vessel card are placed on the Discard Pile, and the playing piece representing the
vessel is removed from the gameboard. Any booty aboard the vessel that was not plundered is returned to the treasury.

Winning the Game
STANDARD GAME.
The object of the game in SeaRovers is to secure the most booty. For every five silver pieces of eight that you secure in
your permanent supply of booty, you receive one gold doubloon (see Gold Doubloons on page 12). The first player to
gain the designated number of gold doubloons wins the game. Below are the victory conditions for a 2, 3 or 4-player
standard game:

2-Player Game: 6 gold doubloons (30 pieces of eight)
3-Player Game: 5 gold doubloons (25 pieces of eight)
4-Player Game: 5 gold doubloons (25 pieces of eight)
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Note:  The length of the game can easily be adjusted. For shorter or longer games, players can agree at the start of the
game on the number of gold doubloons they will play to.

TOURNAMENT AND CAMPAIGN GAMES.
Tournament games are played to six gold doubloons regardless of the number of players. For extended campaign games
players can choose to play to seven gold doubloons.

Solitaire Game Rules
Run out the guns! The SeaRovers solitaire game is designed to hone your skills at efficient card-play, hand management
and strategic planning. The game setup and rules are the same as in multi-player game with the following changes:

• At the start of the game set aside a stack of ten gold doubloons to use as a turn counter. At the end of each turn,
turn over one of the gold doubloons.

• During your Draw Phase you cannot draw from the top of the Discard Pile.
• You must roll any opposing Attack, Saving and Combat Rolls (for Wild cards). Use one color of dice for your roll,

and the other color of dice for the opposing die roll. That way you can easily roll them simultaneously.
• At the start of your Action Phase you must pay the card cost and play any Wild cards that are in your hand on your

own cards if possible. You can choose which cards to play them on if multiple plays exist.

Strategy Tip:  Use your Discard Phase wisely to get rid of your Wild cards. If you have more than one Wild card
in your hand that you need to get rid of, be sure save enough pieces of eight during your turn so that you can
pay for discarding up to two additional cards.

To win the game you must collect six gold doubloons by the end of your tenth turn. It’s a challenge but it can be done.
If you win, remember how many turns it took and try to beat your record next time, or go for seven gold doubloons!

Advanced Wind, Weather and Hurricane Rules
If you like the wind at your sails, visit our website at www.HistoryInActionGame.com and go to the free downloads section
to download the Advanced Wind, Weather and Hurricane Rules. These rules feature an advanced movement system
based on the wind, weather and individual sailing characteristics of each vessel. They also include optional rules for a moving
hurricane that sweeps across the gameboard in a realistic manner.

In the free downloads section our website you’ll also find a SeaRovers Player Reference Sheet. It’s a great player aid that
features many of the frequently used game rules organized to print on a single two-sided sheet. We also invite you to visit
our message forums if you have any questions or comments.

Brief Game-Play Example
This brief game-play example will familiarize you with the basic mechanics of SeaRovers. You may find it helpful to set up
your game as shown in Diagram 1. on page 18, and follow along as each turn is described.

GLENN’S FIRST TURN.
Glenn begins the game with twelve pieces of eight (POE) for his supply of booty, two gold doubloons, H1 as his Haven,
and the Attack cards B4, B10, B15, P5, P13 and P15 on his Attack Row. His starting vessel is a buccaneer Sloop commanded
by Yankey Willems. He starts by purchasing the pirate Warship Queen Anne’s Revenge from the Purchase Column for two
POE. He puts the card into his hand and starts his Action Phase by changing his Haven. He places his old Haven on the
Discard Pile and replaces it with Haven H7 from his hand by paying its card cost of one POE. Glenn then pays five POE
to take the Warship Queen Anne’s Revenge out of his hand and place it in a slot beneath his Attack Row.
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Glenn then spends two POE to set sail and move his buccaneer Sloop commanded by Yankey Willems. He turns the Sloop
card sideways to show it is at sea, puts his #1 pirate flag marker on his cards, and places his #1 playing piece on hex H7.
To move, he rolls two dice and adds one to the total (as shown on the Sloop, 2 dice +1, re-roll ones). He rolls a three and
a four and adds one for a total of eight. He then moves his playing piece six spaces to hex B4, a buccaneer Attack Location.

Next, Glenn attempts to complete Attack B4 and chooses Lee to roll for the Attack. He rolls four dice for his vessel (its
total strength) and Lee rolls two dice for the Attack (its strength as shown on the card). The dice are compared (see Rollin’
the Bones on page 13) and Glenn loses the round. He takes damage by removing his crew card and placing it on the Discard
Pile (see Taking Damage on page 16). Glenn chooses to continue the Attack, and this round he can only roll three dice
because of his lost crew card. Glenn and Lee roll the bones and Glenn wins the round, successfully completing the Attack.

For completing the Attack, Glenn receives three POE (the Attack’s booty as shown in the lower left corner of the card).
He puts the booty aboard his vessel. He can also make use of the Attack’s Plunder Bonus (see page 9), a Brigantine as
shown at the bottom of the card. This means he can exchange his buccaneer Sloop for a buccaneer Brigantine if: he has
one in his hand, on the table and not at sea, or if there is one in the Purchase Column. Glenn has a buccaneer Brigantine
in his hand, so he places the Sloop card on the Discard Pile and replaces it with the Brigantine for no cost. Glenn then places
Attack B4 on the bottom of the Attack Pile face up, and draws a new Attack card from the top. He gets Attack P2 and places
it on his Attack Row.

This is Glenn’s starting vessel. When
the game begins it is assembled on
the table, but not at sea.

Diagram 1.
Game setup at the start
of Glenn’s first turn.
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To finish his turn, Glenn discards a card from his hand and spends his last two POE to discard one additional card. He then
refills his hand to eight cards by drawing four cards from the top of the Draw Pile. Next, he takes the top card from the
Draw Pile and restocks the Purchase Column to three cards. This ends his first turn.

GLENN’S SECOND TURN.
To begin his second turn, Glenn reclaims his booty and then draws a card from the Draw Pile. Next, he spends three POE
to move his Brigantine. He rolls for his move (1 die +4) and gets a total of eight. He moves six spaces back to his Haven
at H7 to secure the three POE aboard his vessel. He removes his playing piece from the board, places the complete vessel
(the Brigantine, its captain Yankey Willems and the 6-Pounders) on the Discard Pile, and adds the three POE to his unspent
supply of booty. Because Glenn now has fifteen POE in his permanent supply of booty, he collects another gold doubloon.

Glenn then spends three POE to replace Haven H7 with Haven H3 from his hand, and spends three POE to place Blackbeard
aboard his Warship Queen Anne’s Revenge. Next, he spends one POE to add a crew from his hand to the vessel. He then
spends five POE to set sail and move Queen Anne’s Revenge. He turns the Warship sideways, places his #1 pirate flag marker
on his cards, and puts his #1 playing piece on hex H3. He rolls for his move (1 die +6) which includes the Captain’s
Historical Vessel Bonus (see page 9). He rolls a one and decides to play from his hand the History card “The Mariner’s
Mirror: Re-roll 1 die from any move roll.” He places the History card on the Discard Pile and re-rolls the die. This time
he gets a three and adds six for a total of nine, then moves his playing piece nine spaces to hex P13, a pirate Attack Location.

Diagram 2.
Game setup at the start
of Glenn’s second turn.

Glenn’s #1 playing piece which
represents this vessel at sea.

When an assembled vessel sets sail,
turn the vessel card sideways to
show that the vessel is now at sea.
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Diagram 3.
Game setup at the end
of Glenn’s second turn.

Next, Glenn attempts to complete Attack P13 and chooses Richard to roll for the Attack. Glenn rolls six dice for his vessel
and Richard rolls three dice for the Attack. The dice are compared and Glenn wins the round, successfully completing the
Attack. He receives three POE for the Attack’s booty and places them aboard the Warship. He places the Attack P13 card on
the bottom of the Attack Pile face-up, then draws Attack B3 from the top of the Attack Pile and places it on his Attack Row.

Because he completed Attack P13 with Blackbeard, Glenn gets the Captain’s Historical Attack Bonus (see page 10) and
can immediately move the vessel again for no cost. He makes his move roll, gets a total a total of ten and moves four spaces
to hex P15. Next, he attempts to complete Attack P15 and chooses Lee to roll for the Attack. Glenn rolls six dice for his
vessel and Lee rolls six dice for the Attack. The dice are compared and Glenn loses the round. He takes damage by removing
his crew card and placing it on the Discard Pile. He chooses to continue the Attack, and wins the following round to
successfully completes the Attack.

Glenn receives five POE for the Attack’s booty and places them aboard Queen Anne’s Revenge. He can also make use of the
Attack’s Plunder Bonus which is a crew, and takes a pirate crew card from the Purchase Column at no cost and places it
aboard the vessel. He places the Attack P15 card on the bottom of the Attack Pile face-up, then draws Attack P10 from the
top of the Attack Pile and places it on his Attack Row. Glenn ends his Action Phase, then discards a card from his hand and
draws three cards from the top of the Draw Pile to refill his hand to eight. To end his turn, Glenn takes the top card from
the Draw Pile and restocks the Purchase Column to three cards.

Glenn’s
playing piece.

Queen Anne’s Revenge is carrying
a cargo of eight POE, the booty for
completing Attacks P13 and P15.

Flip your pirate flag marker over
after you move your vessel. This will
help keep track of which vessels you
have moved during a turn.
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The Playing Cards
The playing cards included with SeaRovers are designed to provide endless game-play possibilities. The Attack cards, vessel
cards (Sloops, Brigantines, 3-Mast Ships and Warships), captain cards (Buccaneers and Pirates), great guns cards (4, 6, 8,
12 and 18-Pounders), and crew cards are color-coded; buccaneer–red and pirate–black.

Note:  The two different colors of dice shown on the cards have no specific meaning as to which color dice you must roll.
They are simply a graphic design element.

The 136-card deck breaks down as follows:

32 Attack cards:  16  Buccaneer,  16  Pirate
22 Vessel cards:  4  Warships,  6  3-Mast Ships,  4  Brigantines,  8  Sloops
22 Captain cards:  11  Buccaneers,  11  Pirates
14 Great Guns cards:  2  4-Pounders,  2  6-Pounders,  4  8-Pounders,  2  12-Pounders,  4  18-Pounders
14 Crew cards:  7  Buccaneer,  7  Pirate
11 Wild cards
 8 Haven cards
 8 History cards
 5 Instant cards

ATTACK CARDS.
These cards represent historic Attacks carried out by the buccaneers and pirates of the Caribbean. Each Attack card corresponds
to an Attack Location on the gameboard and has a strength rating shown as a number of dice at the top. This is the number
of dice a player’s vessel must roll against to successfully complete the Attack (see Attack Rolls on page 14).

When an Attack is completed, you receive the booty (the number of pieces of eight shown in the bottom left corner of the
Attack card), and you may be able to gain the Attack’s Plunder Bonus which could allow you to upgrade or change your
vessel (see C. Complete Attacks to Gain Booty and Plunder Bonus on page 9).

HAVEN CARDS.
Havens represent the home ports and hideouts of the Caribbean’s most notorious buccaneers and pirates. Each Haven card
has a coordinate that corresponds to a Haven hex on the gameboard (see Havens on page 14). The number in the bottom
left corner of the card is the cost you must pay to bring the Haven card out of your hand and replace your Haven card that
is on the table (see E. Change Your Haven on page 10).

CAPTAIN CARDS.
The captain cards are labeled in the upper left corner, “Buccaneer” and “Pirate.” These cards represent the real buccaneers
and pirates that created a heroic, romantic and historical fascination which continues to grow three centuries later.

Each captain card has a strength rating that is shown as a number of dice at the top of the card. This is the number of dice
the captain contributes to an assembled vessel’s total strength. The skulls at the bottom of the captain card represent the
captain’s nautical and piratical skills: such as sailing, navigation, hand-to-hand combat, and command ability. The number
of skulls is the number of dice the captain uses when making Saving Rolls (see page 15).

Some captain cards are labeled with Attack Location coordinates that show the historical Attacks the captain participated
in. If the captain completes one of these Attacks, the vessel he commands can immediately move again at no cost (see
Captain’s Historical Attack Bonus on page 10). Certain captains also have named vessel cards in the deck such as
Blackbeard’s Warship Queen Anne’s Revenge. When a captain is in command of his own vessel, he gains one extra space
per move (see Captain’s Historical Vessel Bonus on page 9).

VESSEL CARDS.
The vessel cards represent Sloops, Brigantines, 3-Mast Ships and Warships that the buccaneers and pirates of the Caribbean
sailed. In the realm of the game, each vessel card represents that type of vessel with a minimal crew and a light armament
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of great guns. That is why you can set sail with only a captain and vessel.

By adding a set of great guns and a crew card to your vessel, you can increase its firepower and give it the ability to take
damage (see Taking Damage on page 16). Each vessel card also shows the size great guns it can be armed with.

The number in the bottom left corner of the card is the card cost you must pay to bring the card out of your hand and place
it on the table. It is also the vessel’s move cost, the cost you must pay to move the vessel each turn (see B. Set Sail and
Move Your Vessels on page 8). Each vessel card also shows its move rate. This is the move roll you make to determine
the number of hex spaces your vessel can move on the board. For example, a Sloop has a move rate of 2 dice +1 (re-roll
ones), this means you roll two dice and re-roll any ones until you roll a number other than one. Then add one to
the total to generate a number between five and thirteen.

Each vessel that is at sea can only carry a certain amount of booty (silver pieces of eight), this is its cargo limit (shown as
Cargo plus a number on the card). When a vessel has reached its cargo limit, it can still be used to attempt Attack Locations
or attack opponents, it just cannot have any more booty placed aboard.

Note:  When a vessel reaches it cargo limit, turn the top piece of eight over so that the dark side is facing up. This is an
easy way to keep track of vessels that cannot carry more booty.

There are several named vessels from buccaneer and pirate history in SeaRovers. If a named vessel is under the command
of its historical captain (such as Blackbeard aboard his Warship Queen Anne’s Revenge), you gain one extra space per move.
Other captains (of the same type) can command named vessels, they simply do not receive the move bonus (see Captain’s
Historical Vessel Bonus on page 9).

GREAT GUNS CARDS (4, 6, 8, 12, AND 18-POUNDERS).
These cards represent a set of great guns (an old term for cannons). They are named based on the weight of the shot that
they fired and each size has a strength rating shown as a number of dice at the top. This is the number of dice that the great
guns contribute to an assembled vessel’s total strength.

Only one set (one card) of great guns can be placed aboard a vessel, and they must be a size (shown as Guns on the vessel
card) that the vessel can accept. For example, a 3-Mast Ship and Warship can be mounted with all sizes of great guns, whereas
a Sloop can only be armed with 4, 6, or 8-Pounders. The number in the bottom left corner of the card is the card cost you
must pay to bring the card out of your hand and place it on a vessel (great guns must be placed aboard a vessel).

CREW CARDS.
These cards represent additional buccaneer and pirate crew members. Each crew card has a strength rating of one die, shown
at the top. This is the number of dice that the crew card contributes to an assembled vessel’s total strength. Only one crew
card can be placed aboard a vessel. The number in the bottom left corner of the card is the card cost you must pay to bring
the card out of your hand and place it on the table.

WILD CARDS.
Wild cards are special cards that can be played to hinder your opponents. They can only be played during the Action
Phase of your own turn. To play a Wild card, you must pay the card cost shown in the bottom left corner of the card.
The following rules apply:

• You can play Wild cards on your own cards (if opposing die rolls are required, you must choose another player to roll
for the Wild card), and multiple Wild cards can be played on a single vessel. They are resolved independently and their
durations run simultaneous.

• Any cards defeated or removed by a Wild card, along with the Wild card, are immediately placed on the Discard Pile.

• When a Wild card is played stating “cannot move for 1 turn,” and the captain loses the Saving Roll, it only affects
the vessel it is played on. The Wild card is placed on top of the cards representing the vessel it has been played on. Then,
during the Upkeep Phase of the affected player’s next turn, the Wild card is removed and placed on the Discard Pile.

• When a Wild card is played stating “Combat vs…,” see the rules for Player Versus Wild Card Combat on page 16.
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• When a Wild card is played stating “Captain save vs…,” see the rules for Saving Rolls on page 15.

• A vessel that is at sea and under the affect of a Wild card stating “cannot move for 1 turn,” can still be attacked by
an opponent’s vessel.

• Pieces of eight that are taken from a vessel by “The Flying Dutchman” are returned to the treasury.

HISTORY CARDS.
History cards are special cards that represent events surrounding the history of buccaneers and pirates of the Spanish Main.
They cost nothing to play, and can only be played during the Action Phase of your own turn. The following rules apply:

• To play a History card it is simply placed on the Discard Pile, then the player gets the benefit of the card’s game
effect—unless it is negated by an Instant. Multiple History cards can be played in any combination during the Action
Phase of a player’s single turn.

• A History card that adds to a vessel’s move can be played before or after the initial move roll is made, but not after
a vessel has moved and stopped to perform an action (such as attempt to complete an Attack, attack an opponent’s
vessel, or find buried treasure). If you stop short of your move roll number (such as to perform an action), any spaces
that you have left over are lost. The History card can only be used for one die roll.

• When “The Jolly Roger” is played, it can only be used while a player is attempting to complete an Attack Location,
not when attacking another player. It can only be used for one Attack round (one roll).

• To play the “Buried Treasure” History card, a player must first move a vessel to the Isle of Pines (marked by the gold
hex with an “X” on the gameboard), and then play the card by placing it on the Discard Pile. If it is not negated by an
Instant card, the player finds the buried treasure of four pieces of eight and places them aboard the vessel.

INSTANT CARDS.
These are powerful cards that can be played at anytime during the game—in any number or combination, with certain
restrictions, whether it is your turn or not. They cost nothing to play and the following rules apply:

• To play an Instant card it is simply placed on the Discard Pile, then the player gets the benefit of the card’s game
effect—unless it is negated by another Instant.

• An Instant card that adds to a Combat or Saving Roll, can only used for one round (one die roll), and it must be played
before the die roll is made.

• The Instant card “Letter of Marque: Negates any Wild card” can be played on a Wild card after you first attempt to
defeat it by Combat or a Saving Roll. If you fail to defeat the Wild card, you can immediately play the Instant to negate it.

• If an Instant card is played between turns, the Instant card and any cards negated by it, are placed beneath the last
player’s discard on the Discard Pile. This is so that the top card of the Discard Pile at the beginning of each
player’s turn, is always the last player’s discard.

Frequently Asked Questions
Q: Can I set sail and move a vessel that only has a captain aboard?  A:  Yes.

Q: Do I always have to discard the entire vessel, including the captain, great guns and crew, when I return it to my Haven
to secure its booty?  A:  Yes.

Q: Can I discard a vessel that I am assembling or that is at sea?  A:  Yes, during the Action Phase of your turn you can discard
(burn) any vessel (including captain, great guns and crew), regardless of whether it is at sea or not. You can also discard
any card from a vessel (only during your Action Phase, not during your Discard Phase).

Q: Can I return a vessel with no booty to my Haven to upgrade it?  A:  No. However, you can return to a vessel to your



Haven and simply have it rest in that hex. The only advantage is that it cannot be attacked by another player (but it is
still vulnerable to Instant and Wild cards).

Q: Can I move the captain, great guns, or crew from one vessel to another that are not at sea?  A:  Yes, as long as they
are moved to the same type of vessel (buccaneer to buccaneer, or pirate to pirate), and the vessel can be armed with
that size of great guns (following the rules for assembling a vessel).

Q: Can I move booty, captain, great guns, or crew, between two of my vessels that are at sea?  A:  No.

Q: Can I upgrade (add a crew or great guns) or change a vessel that is sea?  A:  Yes, but only by using the Plunder Bonus
gained for completing an Attack. No situation allows you to change the captain of a vessel that is at sea.

Q: Can I move a vessel into, and stay on, an Attack Location hex that I don’t have?  A:  Yes, and any player that wants to
attempt to complete the Attack, must first defeat your vessel that is there.

Q: Can I take booty from an opponent’s vessel that I defeat?  A:  Yes (see Vessel Defeats on page 16).

Q: Can I take items other than booty from an opponent’s vessel that I defeat?  A:  No.

Q: Can a vessel that has reached its cargo limit still be used to complete Attacks or attack other players?  A:  Yes, but the
vessel cannot carry any more booty. Any booty that would be gained for completing an Attack or from an opponent’s
defeated vessel, remains in or is returned to the treasury.

Q: Can I enter or attack another player’s Haven, or attack a vessel that is on the player’s own Haven’s hex?  A:  No.

Q: Can more than one playing piece occupy the same hex?  A:  No.

Q: Can I move through the same hex another vessel is in?  A:  Yes, and there is no effect or required combat.

Q: Can I attack another player with more than one vessel?  A:  Yes, but not at the same time. You would have to move a
vessel into position, resolve combat, then move another vessel, resolve combat and so forth.

Q: Can I negate a Wild card with an Instant card after I first attempt to defeat it by Combat or a Saving Roll?  A:  Yes.
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The History Behind the Cards

“Blackbeard’s Last Fight”
by Howard Pyle
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ATTACK  B1  Sack of St. Augustine
In 1668 buccaneer Robert Searle, also known as John Davis,
commanding a fleet of seven or eight ships, attacked and
plundered the small Spanish town of St. Augustine, Florida.
The fort was garrisoned by two companies of Spanish soldiers,
yet the buccaneers succeeded in plundering the town and
escaping with little injury. Artwork by Howard Pyle.

ATTACK  B2  Hostility near Havana
In 1684 Yankey Willems and Michiel Andrieszoon captured
two large ships belonging to the Dutch East Indies Company
near Havana, Cuba. Because they were carrying merchandise
from Spanish Cartagena, the Dutch buccaneers took 100,000
pieces of eight from the vessels and then allowed them to
continue their voyage. Artwork by Howard Pyle.

ATTACK  B3  Mayhem on a Man-O-War
In 1666 Francois l’Olonnais, in a small vessel with a crew
of only 20 men, captured a large Spanish man-o-war at the
town of De los Cayos on the north coast of Cuba. The ship
was sent by the Governor of Havana, with an African
executioner on board,  to find and execute l’Olonnais and
his men. The buccaneers boarded the ship with cutlasses in
hand and chased the Spaniards below deck. L’Olonnais
waited for awhile and let them come up one after another,
and as they came through the hatch, struck off the heads of
a number of them. He left one man alive to deliver a letter
back to the Governor of Havana declaring that he would
give no quarter to Spaniards, and that he hoped to do the
same thing to the Governor that he intended to have done
to him. Artwork by Howard Pyle.

ATTACK  B4  Calamity off Cuba
In 1663 Bartholomew Portugues, in a barque with four
guns and a crew of 30 men, attempted to board a 20-gun
Spanish ship near Cabo de Corrientes. Beaten back by the
vessel’s defenders on their first attempt, the rovers struck
back and successfully took the ship on their second. The
prize was loaded with 120,000 pounds of cocoa and over
70,000 pieces of eight. Artwork by Howard Pyle.

ATTACK  B5  Storming Santiago
In 1662 Sir Christopher Myngs sailed from Port Royal, with
a joint military-buccaneer force of 1,300 men, and stormed
Santiago Cuba. Among his officers was Robert Searle in
command of his sloop the Cagway, and a young Henry
Morgan. The buccaneers captured seven vessels anchored in
the port then sacked the city. They used 700 barrels of
gunpowder to blow up the castle walls and left the city in
burning ruins. Artwork by Willem van de Velde the Younger.

ATTACK  B6  Capture at Campeche
In 1663 Bartholomew Portugues captured a merchant ship
near Cabo de Corrientes off Cuba. Soon after, he was
intercepted and captured by three Spanish ships and taken,

along with his prize, to Campeche. There he was sentenced
to death. Before he could be executed, Portugues managed
to escape and made his way overland to Triste where he
found a buccaneer ship. He returned to Campeche in a canoe
with 20 men and recaptured his prize. Artwork by Howard Pyle.

ATTACK  B7  Princesa off Puerto Rico
In 1682, at La Aguada de Puerto Rico, Laurens de Graff
attacked the frigate Princesa, a ship of the Spanish Windward
Fleet. After a running gun battle that lasted for several hours,
the Princesa finally surrendered. The buccaneers discovered
that it was carrying the payroll for Puerto Rico and Santo
Domingo. De Graff made the prize his new flagship and the
buccaneers returned to Petit Goave with over 120,000 pieces
of eight. Artwork by Howard Pyle.

ATTACK  B8  Folly of the Flagship
In 1602 Pierre le Grand was sailing in a barque with a crew
of 28 men, when he sighted the flagship of Spain’s Windward
Fleet near Cape Tiburon off Hispaniola. At dusk the rovers
came along side the ship and silently climbed aboard. They
made their way to the cabin and surprised the ship’s officers
while they were playing cards. One of them turned out to
be the vice-admiral of the fleet. Le Grand took his prize and
set sail for France where he retired. Artwork by George Varian.

ATTACK  B9  Grand Theft at Granada
In 1664 Robert Searle, also known as John Davis, led a
daring raid with 90 men up the Nicaragua river to sack the
city of Granada. The rovers travelled for three days, in three
canoes, for more than 40 leagues upstream. On the third
night they reached the town and proceeded to plunder
several mansions and churches. With as much as they could
carry, the buccaneers quickly fled before the city’s garrison
of 800 soldiers were alerted. Their booty included silver,
jewels and 40,000 pieces of eight. Artwork by Frank E.
Schoonover.

ATTACK  B10  Pillage of Porto Bello
In 1668 Henry Morgan set sail to attack Porto Bello with
four warships and eight smaller vessels. He sailed to the Bay
of Boca del Tora where he then transferred his attack force
of 500 men to canoes to get them about a league from the
town. The buccaneers then marched overland to attack the
city by surprise just before dawn. They captured the two
forts and held the terrified town for ransom. After committing
many acts of cruelty and barbaric torture, Morgan and his
men returned victoriously to Port Royal with over 500,000
pieces of eight. Artwork by Samuel Scott.

ATTACK  B11  Plunder of Panama
In 1670 Morgan set sail with a buccaneer force of 37 ships
and 2,000 men on an expedition to sack Panama. They first
captured the island of Old Providence, then sent an advance
squadron to capture the fortress at San Lorenzo. Morgan
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and his men rowed up the Chagres River captured the island
of Old Providence, then sent an advance squadron to capture
the fortress at San Lorenzo. Morgan and his men rowed up
the Chagres River in canoes and marched through the jungle
to reach the city in January 1671. Rather than let Panama
fall into the hands of the buccaneers, the Spanish destroyed
the fort and set fire to most of the city. Morgan left with
175 mules loaded with 750,000 pieces of eight and other
Spanish treasures. Artwork by Howard Pyle.

ATTACK  B12  Torching of Tolu
In May 1658 Spain landed 550 soldiers at Cagway Jamaica,
attempting to recapture the island. Sir Christopher Myngs
was sent with a fleet of ten ships to attack the invaders and
after a bloody battle on the beaches of Cagway, destroyed
the enemy troops. In October of the same year, Myngs
retaliated against the Spanish by burning Tolu, sacking Santa
Marta, and capturing three Spanish merchant vessels sailing
from Cartagena to Porto Bello. Artist unknown.

ATTACK  B13  The San Francisco Treat
In 1683 Laurens de Graff, in command of a squadron of
seven vessels, set sail to attack Cartagena. His men included
fellow Dutchmen Yankey Willems and Michiel Andrieszoon.
When the buccaneers arrived at the harbor, they were met
by 800 soldiers aboard three large merchant ships. The
ensuing battle lasted for hours but the buccaneers finally
prevailed. The 40-gun San Francisco, largest of the three
ships, was triumphantly taken by de Graff as his new flagship.
Artwork by Auguste Mayer.

ATTACK  B14  Capturing the King’s Silver
During a four-month period in 1658, Sir Christopher Myngs,
with his flagship the Marston Moor and two consort ships,
carried out a relentless campaign of surprise attacks against
the Spanish along the Venezuelan coast. He destroyed the
port at Cumana, sacked Puerto Caballos, and at Coro
captured 22 chests of silver being delivered to the King of
Spain. Myngs returned to Jamaica with booty valued at over
250,000 English pounds. Portrait of Sir Christopher Myngs
by Sir Peter Lely.

ATTACK  B15  Mayhem at Maracaibo
In 1669, following the loss of the HMS Oxford, Henry
Morgan set sail with his buccaneer fleet for the Gulf of
Venezuela. The buccaneers sailed into Lake Maracaibo and
sacked the cities of Maracaibo and Gibraltar. Most of the
local inhabitants fled but those few who could be caught
were tortured for their valuables. Morgan collected booty
for a month then learned that the Spanish had three warships
blockading the lagoon. By using deception and a fireship,
Morgan escaped and returned to Port Royal with over
250,000 pieces of eight. Artwork by Howard Pyle.

ATTACK  B16  Cutthroats at Caracas
In 1680 Michel de Grammont led an attack on La Guaira,
the harbor that serves Caracas. The buccaneers attacked at
night and captured the forts defending the harbor. The city’s
militia launched a fierce counterattack in which de Grammont
received a cutlass wound to the neck. The buccaneers
withdrew and managed to escape with only a modest amount
of booty. Artwork by George Varian.

ATTACK  P1  Devils off Delaware Bay
On July 29, 1718, Stede Bonnet using the alias Captain
Thomas, captured a 50-ton sloop. It was located six to seven
leagues off Delaware Bay. The sloop, commanded by Thomas
Read, was bound from Philadelphia to Barbados and loaded
with provisions. Bonnet added her to his flotilla. Artwork
by Howard Pyle.

ATTACK  P2  Blackbeard’s Blockade
In May 1718 Blackbeard, with his flagship Queen Anne’s
Revenge and three consort sloops, blockaded the harbor of
Charleston for five days. The pirates captured eight or nine
ships and held the vessels with those aboard as hostages
demanding a chest of medicine from the town as ransom.
Blackbeard’s demands were met and he released the vessels
after plundering them of over 1,500 pounds sterling in gold
and silver along with provisions. Artwork by Frank E.
Schoonover.

ATTACK  P3  Fright off Cape Fear
In August 1718 Charles Vane attacked four ships near Cape
Fear off the coast of South Carolina. The sea rovers plundered
them of all valuables and then let them go. The unfortunate
vessels were a sloop from Barbados, a small ship from Antigua,
a sloop from Curacco, and a large brigantine from Guinea.
Artwork by Howard Pyle.

ATTACK  P4  Bandits near Bermuda
In early 1719 near the island of Bermuda, Calico Jack Rackam
captured a ship bound to England from Carolina and a small
pink out of New England. The pirates took the prizes back
to the Bahamas where Governor Woodes Rogers, having
heard of the piracy, sent out a well armed sloop which retook
the prizes. The pirates were fortunate to escape. Artwork by
Howard Pyle.

ATTACK  P5  Blackbeard off Bermuda
In June 1718 Blackbeard attacked two French ships off the
island of Bermuda. Blackbeard let one ship go because it
had little cargo. The other ship, loaded with sugar and cocoa,
he brought home to North Carolina and claimed it was
found adrift without a soul aboard. Blackbeard shared his
plunder with Governor Eden whose dividend was 60
hogsheads of sugar. Artwork by Frank E. Schoonover.
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ATTACK  P6  Plundering the Plate Fleet
In July 1715 the Spanish plate fleet was caught in a hurricane
off the coast of Florida near Cape Canaveral. Eleven vessels
sank with an immense amount of gold, silver, jewels, and
other treasures valued at over 7,000,000 pieces of eight. In
January 1716, Henry Jennings led a group of 300 former
privateers from Port Royal, on an expedition to attack the
Spanish salvage camp at Palmar de Ays, near present-day
Sebastian Florida. The freebooters made off with 350,000
pieces of eight and four large great guns. Artwork by George
Varian.

ATTACK  P7  Ruffians off Rum Key
In April 1718 Charles Vane attacked a Bermuda sloop named
the Diamond off Rum Key. After savagely beating the captain
and torturing the crew, the pirates set fire to the vessel and
sailed off with a black man and 300 pieces of eight. Less
than three hours later, Vane came across another Bermuda
sloop named the William and Martha. Once again the
pirates beat and tortured those aboard, then looted the vessel
of all valuables. Artwork by George Varian.

ATTACK  P8  Stealing a Slave Ship
In March 1717 Sam Bellamy was cruising the Windward
Passage between Cuba and Hispaniola when he sighted a
large merchant ship. He chased the ship for three days until
finally capturing her with little resistance near Long Island
in the Bahamas. The vessel was an 18-gun English slave ship
named the Whydah. There were no slaves aboard but she
was loaded with sugar, ivory, indigo, and Jesuits’ bark, as
well as gold and silver. Bellamy’s plunder was valued at
between 20,000 to 30,000 pounds sterling. Bellamy mounted
the Whydah with ten more great guns and made her his new
flagship. Artwork by Pierre Puget.

ATTACK  P9  Hijacking off Jamaica
In November 1718 Charles Vane was deposed by his crew.
John Rackam was elected the new captain and Vane was put
aboard a small sloop with about 20 men. A few days later,
Vane and his small crew captured a larger sloop and two
pettiagas off the northwest coast of Jamaica. Vane kept the
sloop and the crew aboard joined in with the pirates. Artwork
by George Varian.

ATTACK  P10  Broadsides in the Bay
In January 1722 George Lowther intercepted a 200-ton
ship in the Bay of Honduras. The ship was the Greyhound
from Boston commanded by Benjamin Edwards. Lowther
hoisted the Jolly Roger expecting the vessel to surrender.
Captain Edwards refused and the pirates fired a broadside
which was promptly returned by the Greyhound. The ensuing
battle lasted for over an hour when finally the Greyhound
surrendered. The pirates came aboard and tortured Captain
Edwards and his crew, then burned the Greyhound. Artwork
by Frank E. Schoonover.

ATTACK  P11  Burning Protestant Caesar
In the spring of 1718 Blackbeard attacked a large merchant
ship in the Bay of Honduras. The ship was the Protestant
Caesar from Boston. The vessel had successfully fought off
an earlier attack by one of Blackbeard’s consorts. This
provoked Blackbeard and he searched for the vessel until he
found it. Blackbeard, aboard Queen Anne’s Revenge, hoisted
his Jolly Roger and fired a gun, upon which the captain and
crew immediately abandoned the ship and rowed ashore in
a jolly boat. Blackbeard then plundered and burned the
vessel so that the captain “might not brag when he went to
New England—that he had beat a pirate.” Artwork by
Howard Pyle.

ATTACK  P12  Hooligans off Hispaniola
In 1721 George Lowther plundered a French sloop near the
west end of Hispaniola. Posing as merchants, the pirates
boarded the vessel to discuss trade. After some discussion,
the pirates made their illegal intentions known and seized
70 English pounds, 30 casks of brandy, five barrels of wine
and other valuable goods. Lowther gave five pounds back
to the vessel’s master for his polite behavior. Artwork by
Frank E. Schoonover.

ATTACK  P13  Cruising Crab Island
In December 1717 Blackbeard attacked a sloop near Crab
Island, off Puerto Rico. The vessel was the Margaret out of
St. Christophers. The vessel’s master, Henry Bostock was
held aboard Queen Anne’s Revenge for about eight hours
before being released. The pirates stole cutlasses, 35 hogs,
books and navigational instruments. Two members of the
crew were forced to join the pirates. Bostock later gave one
of the few eyewitness descriptions of Blackbeard, describing
Captain “Tach” as a “tall spare man with a very black beard
which he wore very long.” Engraving from Johnson’s General
History of Pirates.

ATTACK  P14  Larceny in the Leewards
In October 1720 Bartholomew Roberts wreaked havoc in
the French Leeward Islands. During a four-day period he
attacked and plundered no less than fifteen French and
English vessels and captured a forty-two gun Dutch interloper
at Dominica. Out of revenge for being denied provisions
and supplies, Roberts and his sea dogs fired their great guns
at the town and burned two ships at St. Christophers. Portrait
of Bartholomew Roberts.

ATTACK  P15  Marauders at Martinique
Near the end of 1720, Bartholomew Roberts plundered
twenty vessels at Martinique out of revenge for the Governor’s
attempt to capture him with two armed sloops. By posing as
a Dutch trader, Roberts captured each vessel one after another
and ordered them to leave their money behind. He held one
vessel for the passengers to get on shore again and the others
he burned. Artwork by Willem van de Velde the Younger.
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ATTACK  P16  Capture of the Concorde
In November 1717 Edward Teach, later known as Blackbeard,
sailing in consort with Benjamin Hornigold captured a large
French Guineaman 30 to 40 leagues south of Martinique.
The ship was named the Concorde and had 26 gun ports,
with 14 great guns aboard. She was also heavily laden with
African slaves, gold dust, jewels and other valuables. Teach
took command of the prize and renamed her the Queen
Anne’s Revenge. Artwork by George Varian.

HAVEN  H1  Ocracoke Island
Blackbeard sailed to North Carolina and established his base
on Ocracoke Island following his blockade of Charleston in
May 1718. In nearby Bath Towne, he accepted the King’s
Pardon from Governor Charles Eden. Blackbeard soon
resumed piracy and it was said that Governor Eden was in
league with the pirate. It was also rumored that Blackbeard
intended to fortify the island as a large base for pirates. In
October 1718 Charles Vane and his crew visited Ocracoke
Island and joined Blackbeard and his men in a week-long
festival of debaucheries. Artwork by Richard Paton.

HAVEN  H2  New Providence
New Providence, a small island in the Bahamas, was first
colonized by England in the 1640s. By 1716 pirates such as
Henry Jennings found that the harbor town of Nassau was
a perfect haven. Within a few months, Nassau was one of
the largest pirate bases in the Caribbean. The rovers based
there terrorized the sea lanes and called themselves the
“Flying Gang.” In 1717 it was reported that five pirate
commanders; Burgiss, Hornigold, Jennings, Thatch
(Blackbeard) and White, made New Providence their haven.
Other pirates known to rendezvous at Nassau included;
Bellamy, Bonnet, Condon, Davis, England, Levasseur,
Rackam, Vane, Winter, and the female pirates Bonny and
Read. The lawless republic ended in July 1718 with the
arrival of Governor Woodes Rogers who was sent to rid the
Bahamas of pirates. Artwork by Richard Paton.

HAVEN  H3  Tortuga
The island of Tortuga was first settled in the early 1600s by
vagabonds from France and other countries who became
known as buccaneers. They were forced from Hispaniola by
the Spanish and by the 1620s had turned to piracy. In the
1640s the island was fortified by the French as a buccaneer
haven. Around this same time the Brethren of the Coast was
formed. In 1665 the island came under official French rule
when Bertrand D’Ogeron became Governor. He encouraged
the buccaneers because they provided protection for the
French settlements on Hispaniola. Tortuga continued to be
a pirate haven until piracy was outlawed by France in 1713.
Artwork by Richard Paton.

HAVEN  H4  Bennet’s Key
Bennet’s Key is located in the Gulf of Samana on the northeast
coast of Hispaniola. It is one of the many secluded inlets
and harbors provided by the island’s large land mass.
Bartholomew Roberts careened his flagship the Royal Fortune
and consort the Good Fortune, at Bennet’s Key following
his raids in the French Leeward Islands. While ashore, the
pirates traded with the local inhabitants and took on a large
quantity of rum, sugar, water and other provisions. Artwork
by Richard Paton.

HAVEN  H5  Petit Goave
During the 1660s French settlements spread along the
northern and western coasts of Hispaniola. In 1676 Jacques
de Pouancay was appointed the new French Governor of
Tortuga. The following year he proposed that a new colony
be created on Hispaniola with its capital in Petit Goave. By
the 1680s Petit Goave offered a better market for pirated
goods and had replaced Tortuga as the main French buccaneer
haven in the Caribbean. The notorious filibusters and
freebooters that operated out of Petit Goave included
Andrieszoon, de Graff, de Grammont, van Hoorn and
Willems. Artwork by Richard Paton.

HAVEN  H6  Port Royal
The island of Jamaica was first settled by Spain in 1509. In
1655 an English squadron led by Sir William Penn, captured
the island. A fort was built at the natural harbor on the
southern coast and the town of Port Royal was soon born.
English buccaneers found the town an ideal base. Rum was
their drink of choice and in July 1661 over 40 new licenses
for taverns and grogshops were issued. Some of them had
names such as Black Dog, Green Dragon, Sign of the
Mermaid and Three Crowns. With a population of 6,000,
Port Royal became known for its immoralities and was soon
called, “The most wicked and sinful city in the world.” By
1670 it had become one of the New World’s principal slave
ports and the center for contraband trade in the Caribbean.
In 1692 a devastating earthquake struck killing thousands
and plunging most of the town into the sea. Artwork by
Richard Paton.

HAVEN  H7  Roatan
Located in the Bay of Honduras, the island of Roatan was
once inhabited by Paya Indians and is surrounded by the
world’s second largest coral reef. Throughout the 1680s it
was a popular rendezvous point for buccaneers during their
expeditions against the Spanish Main. In 1683 over 1,000
buccaneers gathered at Roatan for a council of war. Those
present included Andrieszoon, de Graff, de Grammont, van
Hoorn and Willems. In 1685 and 1686 de Graff used the
island as a haven during his raids against Campeche, Tihosuco
and Valladolid. Artwork by Richard Paton.
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HAVEN  H8  Old Providence
In 1629 the first English colony was formed on Old
Providence. Two years later, Puritans arrived aboard the
Seaflower, the sister ship of the Mayflower. In 1641 the
Spanish captured the island and took 400 colonists to Spain
as prisoners. In 1666 English buccaneer Edward Mansfield
led a force that recaptured the island. Mansfield’s plan was
to create a buccaneer republic on Old Providence,
unfortunately he was killed by the Spanish before securing
reinforcements. The following year a small Spanish fleet sent
by the Governor of Panama recaptured the island. In 1670
during his expedition against Panama, Henry Morgan
captured the island and secured it as an outpost for future
raids against the Spanish Main. Artwork by Richard Paton.

BUCCANEER  Sir Henry Morgan
Welshman Sir Henry Morgan was one of the most successful
buccaneers in the Caribbean. Early in his career he sailed
under the command of Christopher Myngs during his assault
on Santiago. In 1668 Morgan joined forces with the Brethren
of the Coast and led attacks on the Spanish at Puerto Principe.
His tactics were brutal and often included heinous acts of
torture. In 1670 he was named Admiral and Commander
in Chief of all Jamaican warships. In 1672 he was arrested
for attacking Panama during a time of peace. The charges
were eventually dropped and King Charles II knighted
Morgan and appointed him Lieutenant Governor of Jamaica
in 1674. Sir Henry Morgan lived the rest of his life on
Jamaica and died a wealthy plantation owner in 1688.
Engraving from Exquemelin’s The Buccaneers of America.

BUCCANEER  Sir Christopher Myngs
Called “El Diablo” (The Devil) by the Spanish, Sir Christopher
Myngs was an officer in the Royal Navy and the mentor of
Henry Morgan. In 1656 he arrived at Port Royal in command
of the frigate Marston Moor. The following year he was
named Commander of Jamaica’s naval and buccaneer fleet.
In 1658 he was arrested for embezzlement after capturing
the silver at Coro. The charges were later dropped and in
1662 he led the buccaneer attack that destroyed Santiago.
In 1664 he was promoted to Vice-Admiral in the Royal
Navy. A year later he fought in the battle of Lowestoft and
was knighted for his actions. In 1666 he was in command
of the HMS Victory during the Four Days’ Fight. Sir Myngs
never left the bridge, even after receiving several wounds
that eventually led to his death. Artwork by Sir Peter Lely.

BUCCANEER  Laurens de Graff
Laurens de Graff was one of the most fearsome buccaneers
in the New World. Born in Holland, he was captured by the
Spanish and shipped as a slave to the Canary Islands. From
there, he was put aboard a Spanish galley fighting pirates
along the Spanish Main. De Graff escaped from the Spanish
and joined the Brethren of the Coast, eventually becoming

one of their greatest leaders. His first recorded action was
with de Grammont during his assault on Maracaibo in 1678.
He took part in and led many expeditions against the Spanish
including Vera Cruz in 1683 and Campeche in 1685. He
was knighted by Louis XIV and appointed deputy in the
colony of Santa Dominica. In 1699 he was with the French
expedition that founded the colony of Louisiana. De Graff
lived in Biloxi, Mississippi before his death in 1704. Artwork
by Howard Pyle.

BUCCANEER  Michel de Grammont
Born in Paris, Michel de Grammont was a French buccaneer
based on Tortuga. At age 24 he was captain of a frigate in
the French Navy. He left the Navy after several campaigns
in the Caribbean and joined the Brethren of the Coast. He
became a commander of the Brethren and was given the
title of “Chevalier” because of his bold leadership and
charisma. Chevalier de Grammont organized and led many
attacks against Spanish colonies including those at Maracaibo
in 1678 and la Guaira in 1680. He sailed as vice-admiral
with van Hoorn and de Graff during the attacks on Vera
Cruz in 1683 and Campeche in 1685. He is believed to
have died in a shipwreck off Florida in 1686. Artwork by
Howard Pyle.

BUCCANEER  Nikolaas van Hoorn
Born in Holland, Nikolaas van Hoorn arrived in the Caribbean
in 1682 as a slave trader. He received a privateer commission
from the French Governor at Petit Goave. He became one
of the fierce leaders of the buccaneers and was a cruel and
vicious drunk. It was said that he once whipped an Englishman
to death for no reason. During the expedition against Vera
Cruz in 1683, an argument between van Hoorn and de
Graff turned into a duel with swords. Van Hoorn received
a slash on the wrist that later turned gangrene and resulted
in his death. Artwork by Howard Pyle.

BUCCANEER  Francois l’Olonnais
Jean-David Nau, also known as Francois l’Olonnais, was one
of the cruelest of the French buccaneers on Tortuga. He
came to the Caribbean when he was a boy as a slave or
indentured servant. L’Olonnais became a hunter on
Hispaniola and then turned to a life of piracy. He carried
out many raids against the Spanish including the attacks on
Maracaibo and Gibraltar in 1667. His atrocities made his
name notorious among Spaniards and it is said that he cut
the heart out of a prisoner and bit into it in front of him.
He died a fitting death after being captured by Carib Indians
who hacked him to pieces and roasted him limb by limb.
Engraving from Exquemelin’s The Buccaneers of America.

BUCCANEER  Robert Searle
Robert Searle, also known as John Davis, was a bold English
buccaneer that sailed out of Port Royal. He is first mentioned
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when he purchases the largest of three Spanish vessels captured
by Christopher Myngs during his attacks on Tolu and Santa
Marta in 1658. He named the 60-ton sloop the Cagway
and sailed with Christopher Myngs during the assault on
Santiago in 1662. Searle was known for his leadership abilities
and was one of the first buccaneers to conduct raids by land
against the Spanish. He led many successful expeditions and
was one of Morgan’s officers during the sack of Panama in
1671. In his later years, Searle lived in Honduras where he
was killed in a duel with an English logwood cutter. Artwork
by Frank E. Schoonover.

BUCCANEER  Rock the Brazilian
Born in the Netherlands, Roche Brasiliano emigrated to the
Dutch colony of Bahia in Brazil. When the Dutch were
driven out of Bahia by the Portuguese in 1654, he moved
to Port Royal. He joined ranks with the English buccaneers
who called him “Rock the Brazilian.” He sailed with Henry
Morgan during his attacks on Puerto Bello and Panama and
won local fame by capturing a Spanish galleon loaded with
treasure. Rock was particularly brutal and had a deep hatred
for Spaniards. He is said to have once roasted Spanish
prisoners alive on wooden spits. After returning from an
expedition, he reportedly roamed the streets of Port Royal
a drunken madman swinging his cutlass at anyone that was
unfortunate enough to get in his way. Artwork by Howard Pyle.

BUCCANEER  Pierre le Grand
Born in Dieppe, France, Pierre le Grand was one of the early
hunters called buccaneers based on the island of Tortuga.
His moment of fame came in 1602 when he captured the
flagship carrying the vice-admiral of the Spanish Windward
fleet. He then set sail in his prize for Dieppe where he is
reported to have sold the ship and lived out the rest of his
life an honest citizen. Le Grand’s amazing feat inspired many
of the buccaneers on Tortuga to turn to a life of piracy.
Artwork by Howard Pyle.

BUCCANEER  Bartholomew Portugues
Born in Portugal, Bartholomew Portugues came to Port
Royal following the capture of Jamaica by the English in
1655. In 1663 he captured a merchant ship near Cabo de
Corrientes, off Cuba. Soon after, he was captured by the
Spanish and taken, along with his prize, to Campeche where
he was sentenced to death. He escaped and returned to
recapture his ship. During his voyage back to Jamaica, he
was shipwrecked in the Jardines del Rey, off the southern
coast of Cuba . He survived and carried out other attacks
on the Spanish but continued to be plagued by bad luck and
reportedly died in poverty. Artwork by Howard Pyle.

BUCCANEER  Yankey Willems
Jan “Yankey” Willems was a Dutch buccaneer based out of
Petit Goave. He sailed in the company of Andrieszoon, de
Graff,  de Grammont, Paine, and van Hoorn. He participated

in many buccaneer expeditions against the Spanish including
Vera Cruz in 1683, Cartagena in 1684, and Campeche in
1685. After Cartagena, Willems was given the command of
de Graff ’s previous flagship, the former Princesa. Willems
is believed to have died in the Gulf of Honduras in 1688.
Artwork by Howard Pyle.

PIRATE  Black Bart Roberts
Welshman Bartholomew Roberts was one of the most prolific
pirates in history. He captured over 400 ships and terrorized
both sides of the Atlantic. In 1719 he was serving as a mate
on a British slave ship when it was captured by Howell Davis.
He joined the pirates and was elected captain after Davis was
killed. Roberts dressed in fine clothes wearing a scarlet
overcoat, a tricorn hat with a red feather, and a gold chain
with a diamond encrusted cross. One of the atrocities “Black
Bart” committed was when his men set fire to a ship that
had 80 African slaves aboard. Most died on the ship and the
few that made it into the water were eaten by sharks. Robert’s
career ended in 1722 during an encounter with the HMS
Swallow off the coast of Africa when he was struck in the
neck by a ball of grape-shot and killed almost instantly. The
rest of his crew surrendered and 52 were hanged at Cape
Coast Castle. Portrait of Bartholomew Roberts.

PIRATE  Blackbeard
The early life of Blackbeard is unclear. Some say he was born
in Bristol, London or possibly Philadelphia. Even his real
name is a mystery, commonly referred to as Edward Teach
or Thatch. He sailed in consort with Sam Bellamy and the
pirate mentor Benjamin Hornigold and by 1717 was one of
the pirate commanders at New Providence. Blackbeard was
an intimidating figure, before battle he is said to have
festooned himself with six pistols and stuck burning fuses
under his hat to create a demonic vision. Captain Johnson
described his beard as, “Hair which like a frightful meteor,
covered his whole face and frightened America more than
any comet that has appeared there a long time.” By the
spring of 1718 he was in command of four vessels including
his flagship Queen Anne’s Revenge. In June 1718 he
established his base at Ocracoke Island. Five months later the
Governor of Virginia dispatched Lieutenant Robert Maynard
to hunt down the notorious pirate. Maynard killed Blackbeard
in a bloody battle at Ocracoke on November 22, 1718.

PIRATE  Billy One-Hand
The first name of this pirate has ranged from Edmund and
Edward, to William and Christopher, his last name is usually
given as Condent, Conden or Condon. There is enough
uncertainty in his real name to justify his modern nickname
“Billy One-Hand.” In February 1718, anticipating the arrival
of Governor Woodes Rogers, he fled New Providence as
quartermaster aboard the pirate sloop Dragon. He later lost
part of an arm as the result of a gunshot wound received
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in a fierce fight with a mutinous crewmate that was threatening
to blow up the ship. Billy One-Hand was then elected captain
by the crew for his bravery. Aboard his subsequent flagship
the Flying Dragon, he terrorized both sides of the Atlantic
and was one of the few pirates that had a successful career.
He lived his remaining life in France as a wealthy merchant.
Artwork by Howard Pyle.

PIRATE  Black Sam Bellamy
Sam Bellamy was a seaman from Plymouth that moved to
Cape Cod in 1714. He then sailed to Florida to search for
treasure from the wreck of the Spanish plate fleet. Having
little success, he turned to piracy and was soon sailing in
consort with Henry Jennings. By 1716 he had joined forces
with the veteran Benjamin Hornigold and Blackbeard, later
that year he was elected captain of Hornigold’s sloop the
Mary Anne. For a time, “Black Sam” cruised with the French
pirate Oliver Levasseur and captured several vessels off the
Virgin Islands. In March 1717 he captured a slave ship
named the Whydah and made it his new flagship. A few
weeks later, Bellamy was killed when the Whydah wrecked
off Cape Cod during a violent storm on April 26, 1717.
Artwork by Frank E. Schoonover.

PIRATE  Howell Davis
Welshman Howell Davis was a seaman aboard a slave ship
that was captured by Edward England off the coast of Africa
in 1718. He joined the pirates and made his way to New
Providence where he then signed on a merchant vessel, raised
a mutiny, and was elected captain. He often used deception,
sometimes posing as a legitimate privateer. He plundered
ships on both sides of the Atlantic and off the coast of Africa
captured a slave ship whose crew included Bartholomew
Roberts. A few weeks later Davis was killed in an ambush
by Portuguese troops at the island of Principe off the coast
Guinea. Bartholomew Roberts was elected captain and the
pirates returned to Principe at night, killing many of the
city’s inhabitants to avenge the death of Davis. Artwork by
Howard Pyle.

PIRATE  Calico Jack Rackam
John Rackam was quartermaster under Charles Vane. In
November 1718 after an argument over whether or not to
attack a French frigate, the crew voted to depose Vane on
the grounds of cowardice and elected Rackam captain in his
place. Captain Rackam often wore colorful calico shirts and
trousers earning him the nickname “Calico Jack.” In May
1719 he sailed to New Providence and accepted the King’s
Pardon. He refrained from piracy for awhile but soon
returned to his illegal activities. In New Providence he met
Anne Bonny, she became his lover and a member of his pirate
crew. Ironically his crew also came to include Mary Read.
In November 1720 Rackam and his crew were captured off
Jamaica by pirate hunter Jonathan Barnett. Calico Jack was

taken to Port Royal where he stood trial for piracy and was
hanged. His body was then hung in chains at Deadman’s
Cay, a small island known today as Rackam’s Cay. Woodcut
from Johnson’s General History of Pirates.

PIRATE  Charles Vane
Charles Vane was an English pirate that sailed with Henry
Jennings during his raid of the wreck of the Spanish plate
fleet in 1716. By 1718 he was one of the many pirate captains
based at New Providence. In July 1718, when Governor
Woodes Rogers’ fleet arrived at Nassau, Vane made a bold
escape by sending a fireship towards one of the warships and
sailing out of the harbor defiantly flying his black flag. In
November 1718 Captain Vane was deposed by his crew and
replaced by John Rackam. Vane quickly recruited another
crew and resumed his pirate career. For several months in
February 1719 he was shipwrecked by a hurricane and
marooned on a small island in the Gulf of Honduras. After
being rescued by a merchant ship, Vane is recognized as a
notorious pirate and taken to Port Royal where he stood
trial and was hanged in November 1720. Artwork by Frank
E. Schoonover.

PIRATE  Stede Bonnet
Stede Bonnet was an educated gentleman living on the island
Barbados until the spring of 1717 when he bought a sloop,
named it the Revenge and set sail as a pirate. At some point
he crossed paths with Blackbeard. A Boston newspaper with
news from Philadelphia dated October 24, 1717 reported
a pirate attack by “A pirate sloop called the Revenge, of 12
guns, 150 men, commanded by one Teach...the pirates
expected a consort ship of 30 guns (likely Hornigold)...On
board is Major Bennet (Bonnet), but has no command, he
walks about in his morning gown, and then to his books...he
was not well of his wounds received by attacking a Spanish
man of war...After which putting into Providence...they put
Captain Teach on board for this cruise.” In June 1718
Blackbeard’s fleet separated and Bonnet accepted the King’s
Pardon from the Governor of North Carolina. He soon
returned to piracy and plundered several ships off Virginia,
then sailed up the Cape Fear River where he was captured
by Colonel William Rhett. Bonnet was hanged at White
Point near Charleston in November 1718. Artwork by
George Varian.

PIRATE  Edward England
Edward England was a seaman aboard a merchant sloop
based on Jamaica until it was captured by the pirate
Christopher Winter. He joined with the pirates who were
based on New Providence. After the arrival of Governor
Woodes Rogers in July 1718, he became captain of his own
ship and proceeded to plunder vessels on both sides of the
Atlantic and in the Indian Ocean. In early 1721 England
was deposed as captain and marooned by his crew for being
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too lenient with his victims. He was put ashore on a small
island off Madagascar. England eventually made it to the
mainland where he lived as a beggar until he died. Captain
Johnson described one member of England’s crew as, “A
fellow with a terrible pair of whiskers, and a wooden
leg...swearing and vaporing.” It was this boisterous pirate
that was the inspiration for Robert Louis Stevenson’s classic
character Long John Silver. Artwork by Howard Pyle.

PIRATE  George Lowther
George Lowther sailed from England in early 1721 as second
mate aboard a slave ship. Off the coast of Africa he led a
mutiny, seized the ship and headed for the Spanish Main as
a pirate. He was known to torture his victims and be quite
cruel. In the summer of 1722 off the coast of South Carolina,
he attacked a ship that responded by firing a devastating
broadside that killed and wounded many of Lowther’s men.
The pirates were in such bad shape that they had to spend
the winter recuperating in a North Carolina inlet. In October
1723 privateer Walter Moore found Lowther careening his
pirate sloop at the island of Blanco off Venezuela. Lowther
and a dozen of his men escaped into the bushes. All but three
were captured and Lowther was later found dead from a self-
inflicted gunshot wound. Artwork by Frank E. Schoonover.

PIRATE  Mary Read
Mary Read was raised as a boy and lived her life posing as
a man. She joined the British Army and married a soldier
that died soon after. Mary then headed for the Caribbean.
During the voyage her ship was captured by Calico Jack
Rackam and she joined his crew which also included Anne
Bonny. Mary was well-versed in combat and is said to have
killed a crewmate in a duel. She was captured with Bonny
and Rackam and stood trial in Jamaica in November 1720.
During the trial, victims reported that “The two women
wore men’s jackets, long trousers, and handkerchiefs tied
about their heads; and each of them had a machete and pistol
in their hands.” It was also stated “That when they saw any
vessel, or attacked, they wore men’s clothes; and at other
times, they wore women’s clothes.” All were found guilty
of piracy and sentenced to hang but Bonny and Read were
reprieved because they were both pregnant. Mary died in
prison a few months later either from illness or childbirth.
Engraving from Johnson’s General History of Pirates.

WARSHIP  HMS Oxford
Sir Henry Morgan’s flagship the HMS Oxford was a 34-gun
British warship sent to the Caribbean to defend Jamaica. In
October 1669 Morgan sailed to the Isla Vaca off the
southwestern coast of Hispaniola to hold a council of war
and plan an attack against the Spanish. He was joined by
French buccaneers from Tortuga and by January there were
800 men and 10 vessels gathered at the island including the
Oxford. Morgan transferred his command to the Oxford

making her the flagship of the buccaneer fleet. Unfortunately
the ship was destroyed when the powder magazine exploded
during a raucous party aboard the vessel before departing.
Artwork by Pierre Puget.

WARSHIP  Marston Moor
Sir Christopher Myngs’ flagship the Marston Moor was a
Royal Navy frigate mounted with 44 guns. Myngs was sent
to Jamaica in 1756 to continue offensive actions against the
Spanish following England’s capture of the island the year
before. From the bridge of the Marston Moor he led his
Jamaican fleet of Naval and buccaneer vessels on a relentless
campaign against the Spanish treasure ports in the Caribbean.
Artwork by Pierre Puget.

WARSHIP  Queen Anne’s Revenge
Blackbeard’s flagship the Queen Anne’s Revenge was the
former slave ship the Concorde. On November 17, 1717
Blackbeard and Benjamin Hornigold captured the vessel 30
to 40 leagues south of Martinique. The ship was loaded
with African slaves, gold dust, jewels and other valuables.
Blackbeard took command of the prize, renamed her the
Queen Anne’s Revenge and increased her armament to a
formidable 40 guns. In June 1718 he wrecked her at Topsail
Inlet off the coast of North Carolina. In 1996 a consortium
of researchers called the Queen Anne’s Revenge Shipwreck
Project discovered what is believed to be the wreckage of
the legendary pirate flagship at North Carolina’s Beaufort
Inlet. Artwork by Pierre Puget.

WARSHIP  Royal Fortune
Bartholomew Roberts had several flagships named Fortune
or Royal Fortune. The first that he christened the Royal
Fortune was a former French warship captured off Martinique
in 1720. A Dutch seaman that was held prisoner aboard the
Royal Fortune described her as being mounted with 42
great guns ranging in size from 4-pounders to 12-pounders.
By 1721 Black Bart Roberts’ pirate flotilla consisted of the
42-gun Royal Fortune, the 32-gun brigantine Sea King, a
French ship named the Ranger, and a 16-gun Bristol galley
used as a tender. Artwork by Pierre Puget.

3-MAST SHIP
3-mast ships are large merchant vessels with square-rigged
sails used to transport goods throughout the oceans of the
world. By tearing out her bulkheads and cutting more gun
ports, pirates could convert a common 12-gun merchant
ship of 300 tons to carry 40 or more great guns, making
her a suitable flagship for a pirate fleet and a match for any
Naval vessel of the same size. Although slower than smaller
vessels such as a sloop, a 3-mast ship is more seaworthy and
can carry a much larger amount of pirated booty. Artwork
by Pierre Puget.
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BRIGANTINE
The brigantine is a medium size vessel with two masts that
uses a combination of square sails and fore-and-aft sails. This
sail combination allows her to take advantage of a wide range
of wind conditions. When compared to a sloop, the brigantine
has a greater capacity for guns, crew, and cargo—making her
the chosen vessel of many pirate captains. Artist unknown.

SLOOP
The sloop is a single-masted vessel favored greatly by pirates.
She mounts a bowsprit almost as long as the hull, enabling
her to mount an enormous amount of sail in relation to
her size. She is very fast and agile, making it possible to
outmaneuver larger vessels. A sloop’s speed can exceed 11
knots in favorable winds and with her shallow draft she can
sail in the channels and inlets where larger vessels would run
aground. Sloops built in Jamaica and Bermuda were highly
regarded and earned a reputation for speed and seaworthiness.
Artist unknown.

SLOOP  Cagway
Robert Searle’s first known vessel was a 60-ton sloop that
he named the Cagway. She was the largest of three Spanish
merchant vessels captured by Christopher Myngs during his
raid on Santa Marta and Tolu. Searle bought the 8-gun vessel
from Myngs at Port Royal and four years later sailed the
Cagway as part of Myngs’ expedition against Santiago, Cuba
in 1662. Artist unknown.

SLOOP  Dragon
In February 1718 a pirate sloop named the Dragon sailed
out of New Providence with a quartermaster aboard whose
nickname today is Billy One-Hand. Shortly after, an irate
crewmate who had received a beating earlier, barricaded
himself in the hold and threatened to ignite the powder
magazine. With a pistol in one hand and a cutlass in the
other, Billy took it upon himself to leap into the hold. He
was shot in the arm, but returned fire and killed the mutineer.
After enduring the amputation of part of his arm, he was
elected captain of the Dragon. Artist unknown.

GREAT GUNS  (4, 6, 8, 12, and 18-Pounders)
Great guns, also known as cannons or carriage guns, were
a valuable prize that sea rovers often took from the vessels
they plundered. During the 16th century, great guns were
classified by size with names such as cannon-royal, cannon,
demi-cannon, culverin, falcon and minion. By the end of
the 17th century they were simply classified based on the
weight of the shot that they fired. Most merchant vessels
carried guns ranging from 4-pounders to 12-pounders,
however, guns as large as 42-pounders were used on large
warships such as a ship-of-the-line. Artwork by Auguste Mayer.

CREW  Buccaneer
Based mainly in Port Royal and on the island of Tortuga,

buccaneers were mostly English and French pirates who
raided Spanish ships and settlements in the Caribbean during
the mid-17th century. The word buccaneer comes from the
name given to the early settlers on Hispaniola. These hunters
and seamen became expert marksmen with their long-barrelled
muskets and smoked their meats in the fashion of the Carib
Indians. Artwork by Howard Pyle.

CREW  Pirate
An able pirate crew was made up of men of many races and
nationalities. Most were professional seamen that were former
sailors on a military warship or aboard a merchant vessel.
Some were deserters from Naval warships, some were pressed
into service from a captured merchant vessels, while others
simply yearned for the freedom of a pirate’s life. Artwork by
Howard Pyle.

WILD  Blackbeard’s Challenge
According to Captain Johnson, Blackbeard, once while drunk
challenged his crew to create “A hell of our own.” He led
several of his men down into the ship’s hold and closed the
hatches. Blackbeard then lit pots of brimstone and other
flammable material and the pirates sat in the fiery smoke-
filled chamber until they almost suffocated. When some of
the men cried out for air, Blackbeard finally opened the
hatches—pleased that he had held out the longest. Artwork
by Frank E. Schoonover.

WILD  Duel
The duel was viewed by pirates and buccaneers as an honorable
way of settling a dispute. Duels were fought to the death
and the quartermaster would oversee the proceedings to
ensure fairness. Mary Read is said to have fought a duel with
a fellow crewmate. She had fallen in love with a young artisan
that was forced to join the pirates and she took action when
her lover was challenged to a duel by one of the tough pirate
rogues. Mary picked a fight with the cutthroat and demanded
a duel two hours before her lover’s. Her request was granted
and the two went ashore to face off. They fired pistols first
then drew swords and Mary killed the man on the spot.
Artwork by Howard Pyle.

WILD  Explosion!
In January 1669 at Isla Vaca off the southwestern coast of
Hispaniola, Henry Morgan assembled a joint force of
buccaneers from Jamaica and Tortuga. The “council of war”
was gathered to plan an assault against a Spanish treasure
port. They decided to sack Cartagena and the night before
the fleet set sail a rowdy celebration was held aboard Morgan’s
flagship the HMS Oxford. During the festivities a drunk
gunner accidently ignited the ship’s gunpowder magazine
blowing the vessel to pieces. Over 200 crew members were
killed with only Morgan and 10 others surviving. Artwork
by Richard Paton.
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WILD  The Flying Dutchman
The appearance of the Flying Dutchman is considered by
mariners to be the omen of a disaster. The legend is believed
to have started in 1641 when a Dutch ship sank in a violent
storm near the Cape of Good Hope. It is said Captain
Vanderdecken swore he would not retreat in the face of the
storm and would continue his attempt to round the cape
even if it took until Judgment Day. For his blasphemy
Vanderdecken and his crew were cursed by Davey Jones and
doomed to sail the seas forever. The Flying Dutchman is
said to appear under the dark clouds of a storm. His vessel
is seen as a glowing red phantom ship. Witnesses to this
ghostly apparition have ranged from a Royal Navy ship in
1881 to a German submarine during World War II. Artwork
by Howard Pyle.

WILD  Hurricane
Hurricanes have always been common in the Caribbean. In
February 1719 Charles Vane was hit by a hurricane that
drove his sloop into the Bay of Honduras and shipwrecked
him on a small island. Edward Low was also caught in a
violent hurricane in 1722. His crew pushed six great guns
overboard along with most of the cargo to lighten the vessel
enough to survive the storm. The same hurricane hit Port
Royal and flooded the town to a depth of five feet. Artwork
by Mathieu van Plattenberg.

WILD  Marooned
Marooning was a form of punishment used by pirates and
buccaneers. The process was simple, the condemned man
was abandoned on a deserted island with only a few basic
items including a pistol loaded with a single shot for use to
commit suicide. In early 1721 Edward England was marooned
by his crew on a small island off the coast of Madagascar.
Artwork by Howard Pyle.

WILD  Lieutenant Maynard
In 1718 Governor Alexander Spotswood of Virginia received
complaints from merchants and traders about Blackbeard’s
pirate activities. Fearing that he planned to make Ocracoke
Island a large haven for pirates in the region, Spotswood
dispatched Lieutenant Robert Maynard of the Royal Navy
to hunt down the villain. In command of two small sloops
and 60 men, Maynard sailed to Ocracoke Island on a mission
to take Blackbeard dead or alive. Maynard killed Blackbeard
in a bloody battle on November 22, 1718. Artwork by Jean
Leon Gerome Ferris.

WILD  Mutiny
On most pirate vessels the captain was elected by a democratic
process and could just as easily be removed in the same
manner. On merchant and Naval vessels mutiny occurred
when members of the crew lost faith in the captain’s ability
to command or were displeased with his course of action.
Some notable examples of pirates that led mutinies and the

vessels they acquired are; Henry Avery aboard the Charles
II which becomes the Fancy, Howell Davis aboard the Buck,
and George Lowther aboard the Gambia Castle which
becomes the Delivery. Artwork by Howard Pyle.

WILD  Spanish Man-O-War
The Spanish man-o-war was a large heavily armed galleon.
These powerful warships were mostly used in the Caribbean
to protect ports and escort treasure ships that carried vast
amounts of gold, silver, and jewels from the New World
back to Spain. Artwork by Samuel Scott.

WILD  Walk the Plank
More fiction than fact, walking the plank was a form of
punishment pirates dealt to victims or to crew members that
broke the rules. There is no record or verified account of a
17th or 18th century pirate making someone walk the plank.
Some stories from pirate lore claim that Bartholomew Roberts
popularized this activity but this is most likely the invention
of 19th century writers. However, there is a newspaper report
from July 23, 1829 detailing a pirate attack in the Caribbean
in which victims were blindfolded with shot fastened to their
feet and forced to “Walk the plank.” Artwork by Howard Pyle.

WILD  White Squall
A white squall is a common threat to ships sailing the crystal
blue waters of the Caribbean. It is a sudden and violent
storm that comes during the middle of the day, sometimes
striking with very little warning. The rough seas and strong
winds caused by the storm can hinder a vessel until the sky
clears. Artwork by Willem van de Velde the Younger.

HISTORY  Alexander Selkirk
Alexander Selkirk was a Scottish seaman whose true-life
adventure was the basis for Daniel Defoe’s classic tale Robinson
Crusoe that was first published in 1719. In 1703 Selkirk
sailed from England as navigator on a privateering expedition
to the South Seas led by William Dampier and Thomas
Stradling. In 1704 they reached the Islands of Juan Fernandez
in the Pacific Ocean. After quarreling with Captain Stradling,
Selkirk was marooned and remained there for more than
four years. In 1709 he was rescued when an expedition led
by Woodes Rogers arrived at the islands. William Dampier
was ironically serving as a pilot for Rogers and recognized
Selkirk. He was described as being clothed in goat skins and
looking wilder than the first owners of them. Artwork by
Walter Paget.

HISTORY  Brethren of the Coast
Around 1640 the buccaneers on the island of Tortuga formed
a democratic society called the Brethren of the Coast. To
become a member a buccaneer had to vow to follow a strict
code called the Custom of the Coast. This code set forth
specific rules for choosing a captain, the division of booty,
compensation for the wounded, and punishment for those
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who broke the code. It was enforced by duelling and boycott.
Artwork by Howard Pyle.

HISTORY  Buried Treasure
Although pirates rarely buried their treasure, tales do exist
of pirates such as Blackbeard and Captain Kidd burying their
booty. One of the few documented examples of buried
treasure is that of Rock the Brazilian’s on the Isle of Pines.
After he was captured and tortured by the Spanish at
Campeche, Rock admitted to burying a large amount of
treasure that he had captured from a Spanish treasure galleon.
Spanish soldiers sent to find the stolen loot dug up more
than 100,000 pieces of eight. Artwork by Howard Pyle.

HISTORY  William Dampier
Born in 1652, William Dampier was an English buccaneer,
explorer, scientific observer and author. He sailed around
the world three times and was the first person to
circumnavigate the globe twice. From 1679 to 1681 he
plundered Spanish settlements in the Caribbean with
Bartholomew Sharp. In 1697 he published a best-selling
book about his adventures called A New Voyage Around
the World. Over a thousand terms Dampier coined, such as
avocado, barbecue, cashew, chopsticks and sub-species, are
cited in the Oxford English Dictionary. It was his description
of breadfruit that led to Captain Bligh’s ill-fated voyage
aboard the HMS Bounty. Although he lived a life of adventure
and fame, Dampier died a pauper in London in 1715. Portrait
of William Dampier by Thomas Murray.

HISTORY  The Jolly Roger
The pirate’s flag known as the Jolly Roger was adorned with
graphic symbols of death and designed to strike fear in all
victims they approached. The idea was to scare a ship’s
captain into surrendering immediately so the vessel could
be captured undamaged. The name Jolly Roger probably
derived from “Old Roger,” a nickname for the devil. Many
pirate flags displayed Old Roger and other instruments of
violence and intimidation. Artwork by Howard Pyle.

HISTORY  Mermaid
The mermaid is a mythical creature with the upper body of
a woman and the lower body of a fish. Stories of these strange
beings were common among seamen and some believed that
they were good, while others believed they were evil and
would lure a sailor to his doom. Christopher Columbus
reported seeing three mermaids off the coast of Hispaniola
in January 1493. He wrote that they “rose very high from
the sea,” but were “not so beautiful as they are painted.”
Artwork by Howard Pyle.

HISTORY  The Mariner’s Mirror
In 1584 Dutch cartographer Lucas Waghenaer produced a
complete sea atlas of northern and western Europe titled
The Mariner’s Mirror. It contained 44 charts that included

sailing instructions, soundings, tide tables, and symbols
representing anchorages, buoys and hazards. Waghenaer was
the first cartographer to use standardized symbols for
navigational information. Lord Admiral Charles Howard of
the Royal Navy ordered the first English translation published
in 1588. Title page from The Mariner’s Mirror.

HISTORY  Treasure Island
First published in book form in 1883, Treasure Island by
Robert Louis Stevenson provided popular culture with the
classic image of the pirate with a wooden leg and a map
leading to buried treasure. It all began with a map Stevenson
drew with his twelve-year-old stepson during a leisurely
afternoon. When he added names to the various places such
as Skeleton Island and Spyglass Hill, then wrote the name
Treasure Island at the top right-hand corner, it became the
inspiration for one of history’s most famous tales of fiction.
Artwork by Frank E. Schoonover.

INSTANT  Blackbeard’s Last Fight
On November 22, 1718 Lieutenant Robert Maynard found
Blackbeard and 19 of his men anchored at Ocracoke Island.
After a short chase and seemingly devastating broadside from
the pirates, Maynard laid a trap by hiding all but two of his
men. Blackbeard and ten of his men boarded Maynard’s
sloop and then the real fight began. An edition of The Boston
News Letter from 1719 reports that “Maynard and Teach
begun the fight with swords, Maynard making a thrust, his
sword against Teach’s cartridge box, and bended it to the
hilt. Teach broke the guard of it, and wounded Maynard’s
fingers...whereupon he fired his pistol which wounded Teach.
Demelt struck with his sword and cut Teach’s face...one of
Maynard’s men being a Highlander...with his broadsword
gave Teach a cut on the neck, Teach saying ‘well done lad,’
the Highlander replied, ‘if it not be well done, I’ll do it
better.’ With that he gave him a second stroke, which cut
off his head.” In Maynard’s report he states that Blackbeard
died “With five shot in him and 20 dismal cuts in several
parts of his body.” Maynard returned to Virginia with
Blackbeard’s severed head hanging from the bowsprit of his
sloop. Legend has it that his headless body swam around
the sloop several times before finally sinking into the sea.
Artwork by Howard Pyle.

INSTANT  Broadside
The broadside is the most effective way of concentrating a
ship’s firepower during combat. It is performed by firing all
of the guns on one side of a ship at the same time. The key
to winning a naval artillery battle is to outmaneuver your
opponent and gain a superior position from which to deliver
a broadside—without allowing your enemy to do the same.
Artwork by Samuel Scott.

INSTANT  Captain William Kidd
Captain William Kidd became one of history’s most famous
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pirates because of the political scandal that surrounded his
trial and execution. An experienced privateer, Captain Kidd
set sail in 1696 on an expedition funded by a wealthy group
of politicians and aristocrats. His mission was to hunt pirates
and French vessels in the Indian Ocean and bring back their
treasures. The voyage turned into a disaster for Kidd and a
public embarrassment for his backers. After several months
at sea with little success, Kidd turned to piracy. In 1697 and
1698 he seized several ships off the east coast of Africa,
the richest of these was the Quedah Merchant. His crew
committed acts of torture and brutality and Kidd himself
killed his gunner with a wooden bucket. On May 8, 1701
Captain Kidd stood trial in London for murder and five acts
of piracy. He was found guilty and hanged at Execution
Dock. His body hung in chains for a number of years at
Tilbury Point on the banks of the River Thames. Portrait of
Captain William Kidd.

INSTANT  Davey Jones’ Locker
For centuries Davey Jones has been an old seaman’s name
for the evil spirit of the sea. Davey Jones’ Locker is the
nickname for the bottom of the deep ocean where Davey
Jones roams. To be sent to Davey Jones’ Locker is to perish
at sea. Artwork by Howard Pyle.

INSTANT  Letter of Marque
A letter of marque was a commission or license issued to
privateers giving them the authority to capture enemy ships.
This letter of marque was issued to Captain William Kidd
under the authority of King William III. It authorized Kidd
to capture “Pirates, Freebooters and Sea Rovers,” and to
seize French vessels during his expedition to the Indian
Ocean. The document was suspiciously lost just before Kidd’s
trial in 1701. It was not seen again until 1911 when it was
found in the Public Records Office in London by American
journalist and author Ralph D. Paine.

The Gameboard Map
The map shown on the gameboard in SeaRovers is based on an early 18th century hand-colored copper engraving by Dutch
cartographer Pierre Vander Aa. Born in 1659, Vander Aa was apprenticed to a bookseller at a young age and by the time
he turned 23 was running his own business as a cartographer and book publisher. During his lifetime, he published an
enormous amount of maps, atlases, and other illustrated works. He died in 1733 just four years after completing one of
his most impressive works, the 27-volume Galérie Agreable du Monde. His highly decorative works are sought after today
for their superb craftsmanship and aesthetic value.

Timeline of the New World
1492: Leading an expedition sponsored by Spain, Italian-born explorer Christopher Columbus discovers the New World

by landing on a small island in the Bahamas that he names San Salvador.

1494: Under the Treaty of Tordesillas, the New World is divided between Spain and Portugal along a meridian 370
leagues west of the Cape Verde Islands, off the west coast of Africa. The lands east belong to Portugal, the lands
west (including the New World) belong to Spain.

1507: The Academy of Vosges publishes for the first time, in the prologue of an edition of Cosmographiae, the idea that
Amerigo Vespucci, an Italian merchant, explorer and cartographer, had proven that the lands Columbus discovered
were in fact a new continent. The Academy also proposed that this new continent be named America in his honor.

1522: Members of Portuguese-born, Spanish explorer Ferdinand Magellan’s expedition complete the first circumnavigation
of the world. Magellan was killed before completing the voyage.

1523: After conquering the Aztec Empire, Spanish conquistador Hernan Cortes builds Mexico City on the ruins of the
Aztec capital city Tenochtitlan. He is then named Governor of New Spain.

1530: The Spanish treasure fleets begin their annual shipments of gold and silver from the New World to Spain.

1579: During an expedition to the Pacific coast, English privateer Francis Drake captures the Spanish treasure ship
Cacafuego, yielding treasures valued at over 750,000 pieces of eight.

1588: The Spanish Armada attempts to invade England but is driven out of the English Channel by England’s Royal Navy.

1600: French vagabonds and outlaws on Hispaniola, soon to become known as buccaneers, begin attacking Spanish
shipping along the coasts of Cuba and Hispaniola.
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1607: The first permanent English settlement in America is established at Jamestown, Virginia.

1620: The Mayflower lands at Cape Cod and the Pilgrims found Plymouth Colony, the first permanent settlement in
New England.

1623: Over a 15-year period starting in 1623, approximately 500 Spanish and Portuguese vessels are captured in the
New World by the Dutch.

1626: The Dutch purchase the island of Manhattan from Native Americans for 60 guilders and establish New Amsterdam.

1646: England begins to establish colonies in the Bahamas.

1655: The English capture Jamaica from the Spanish, and Port Royal becomes a haven for buccaneers.

1664: The English take control of the Dutch city New Amsterdam and rename it New York.

1670: Spain and England make peace under the Second Treaty of Madrid.

1678: From 1678 to 1679 the Treaties of Nijmegan are signed between a number of countries including the Dutch
Republic, France and Spain, thus ending the Franco-Dutch War (1672–1678).

1688: England and France agree in the Treaty of Whitehall that hostilities in the New World are not cause for war in Europe.

1688: The War of the League of Augsberg begins in which France is at war against England, the Dutch Republic and Spain.

1692: The town of Port Royal, Jamaica is destroyed by an earthquake.

1692: In Salem Town and Salem Village, Massachusetts, a series of trials were held to identify alleged practitioners of
witchcraft. The Salem witch trials resulted in the executions of 20 people (14 women and 6 men).

1700: King Charles II of Spain dies and wills the throne to the French prince Philip of Anjou.

1702: The War of Spanish Succession, also known as Queen Anne’s War, begins over French prince Philip’s ascension
to the Spanish throne. The conflict aligns England, Holland and the Germany states in the Holy Roman Empire,
against France and Spain.

1713: Queen Anne’s War ends and many privateers in the Caribbean now out of a job, turn to piracy.

1717: England’s King George I issues a proclamation commonly known as the King’s Pardon, offering a pardon to all
pirates that will surrender and refrain from further acts.

1718: Captain Woodes Rogers arrives at New Providence as the new British governor of the Bahamas.

1721: England passes the Piracy Act and establishes Admiralty courts in the American colonies to combat piracy.

1725: Danish explorer Vitus Bering discovers the Bering Strait which separates Russia and North America.

1732: George Washington is born in the English colony of Virginia.

The Age of Buccaneers  1600–1695
“The buccaneers had taken over 40,000 pieces of eight, as well as silver and jewels. Soon afterwards they came with
their loot back to Jamaica, where they promptly squandered it all.”   — Alexander Exquemelin

The word buccaneer comes from the nickname given to vagabonds from France and other European countries that lived
on northern Hispaniola in the early 1600s. These hunters and adventurers learned from the native Carib Indians how to
smoke-dry their meats on a frame of green sticks. The Carib name for the wooden frame and place where the curing was
done, was boucan. The hunters that practiced this method became known as boucaniers. It wasn’t long before the Spanish
forced the buccaneers from Hispaniola to the island of Tortuga. The buccaneers soon took to the seas and began attacking
Spanish ships. From theses actions, the word buccaneer quickly became the name for the pirates on Tortuga, and by the
1650s it had also become the name for the Dutch, English and French privateers operating against the Spanish in the Caribbean.
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The Golden Age of Pirates  1695–1725
“Such a day, rum all out—our company somewhat sober. ...Confusion amongst us! Rogues a plotting, great talk of
separation—so I looked sharp for a prize.”   —Blackbeard

As the age of the buccaneers came to an end, one of the greatest outbreaks of piracy in history was just beginning. The
increase in Caribbean piracy was the result of several circumstances. The end of Queen Anne’s War in 1713 put many
privateers out of work and service aboard Naval or merchant vessels was often a brutal affair that included harsh beatings
and little pay. A pirate vessel was ruled by democracy and offered a seaman the chance to be his own man. Lack of a strong
government in the English colonies caused pirate activity in the region to peak between 1714 and 1722. It was during this
time that rogues such as Blackbeard, Sam Bellamy, Calico Jack Rackam and Bartholomew Roberts became legends. By 1725
colonial governors backed by Naval force put an end to what is today known as the Golden Age of Pirates.

Pieces of Eight and Gold Doubloons
Pieces of eight were the largest denomination of Spanish silver coins minted in the New World. The silver was mined by
slaves and then cast into discs, bars and ingots. These were formed into strips and cut into coin-size slices called cobs. The
cobs were struck in denominations of one-half, one, two, four, and eight reale coins.

Gold doubloons were Spanish coins called escudos. Minted in the New World, most were made from Aztec and Incan
treasures. One side of the coin features a grid design with the Pillars of Hercules representing the Straits of Gibraltar. The
spaces across the middle say, “Across the Atlantic, past the Straits of Gibraltar, lies a New World which belongs to Spain.”

Infamous Designs of the Jolly Roger
By the dawn of the Golden Age of Pirates, SeaRovers were flying Jolly Rogers with distinctive designs to identify themselves.
Below are some of the designs that their victims reported:

Henry Avery Edward England Stede Bonnet

Blackbeard Bartholomew Roberts Calico Jack Rackam
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Glossary of Terms
Aft:  Situated at the back or stern part of a vessel.
Boatswain or Bosun:  The officer on a vessel in charge of the sails, rigging and other gear.
Bow:  The front or forward part of a ship or boat.
Bulkhead:  A vertical partition inside a ship.
Burden:  The tonnage or carrying capacity of a ship.
Careen:  The process of beaching a vessel and hauling her over on her side in order to burn barnacles from her bottom,

seal seams and replace planking.
Consort:  A companion vessel sailing in the company of a pirate ship.
Fathom:  A nautical unit of measurement used to describe the depth of water. Equal to approximately six feet.
Filibuster:  Derived from the French word filibustier, it was another name for a French buccaneer.
Fireship:  An unmanned vessel used as a weapon by igniting it and sending it to drift towards an enemy vessel.
Flotilla:  A small fleet or squadron.
Fore:  Situated in front. The front part of a vessel at the bow.
Freebooter:  Another name for a pirate.
Frigate:  A swift naval warship usually armed with between 20 and 30 great guns. It is smaller than a ship-of-the-line but

powerful enough for independent action and often used against pirates.
Grape-Shot:  Small iron balls in a canvas bag that are fired from a ships’ guns as an antipersonnel weapon.
Gunwale:  The upper planking or rails along the sides of a vessel.
Guineaman:  A merchant ship used for trading slaves from the Guinea coast of Africa.
Hoist Colors:  To raise an identifying flag, usually a national flag.
Hogshead:  A large cask or barrel used for carrying dry or liquid goods.
Jolly Boat:  The smallest of a vessel’s boats.
League:  A league is a nautical unit of measurement equal to approximately three miles.
Leeward:  The side or direction away from the wind, or downwind.
Parley:  A discussion or conference between opponents over the terms of a truce.
Pettiagas:  A pettiagas (sometimes spelled piragua or periaga) is a native vessel common in the Caribbean that is carved

from a tree trunk like a dugout canoe.
POE:  Abbreviation for pieces of eight.
Port:  The left side of a vessel facing forward.
Privateer:  An armed vessel authorized by a commission or letter of marque from a government to capture merchant vessels

of an enemy nation.
Quartermaster:  The officer on a pirate vessel that was second in command. He distributed rations, powder, work, booty

and punishment. He also presided over all duels to ensure fairness.
Salmagundi:  A spicy dish of marinated fish or turtle meat, hard-boiled eggs, anchovies, pickled onions and whatever else

was handy. It was a favorite of many pirates and seamen.
Ship-Of-The-Line:  A warship large enough to be on the front line of battle. In the early 18th century this ranged from

50-gun fourth-rate ships to 100-gun first-rate ships.
Square-Rigged:  The principal sails set at right angles to the length of the ship and extended by horizontal yards slung to

the mast (as opposed to fore-and-aft rigged).
Starboard:  The right side of a vessel facing forward.
Strike Colors:  To surrender by hauling down a vessel’s flag.
Swivel Guns:  Small cannons mounted along the rails of a vessel used to repel boarders.
Tender:  A vessel attending a larger vessel and used to ferry people or cargo from ship to ship or from ship to shore.
Windward:  The side or direction into or facing the wind.
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“Marooned”
by Howard Pyle
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Contact Us
For information about expansion cards, new product releases, tournaments and special events, please visit our website at
www.HistoryInActionGame.com. We invite you to participate in the discussions at our website’s message forums and we
look forward to answering your questions and reading your comments.

Thank you for your support and we hope you enjoy the game. Be sure to tell your friends about History In Action Games™
and Be a Part of Gaming History™.

SeaRovers game and game manual version 2.0.

Dedication
This game is dedicated to history’s great artists and illustrators who brought to life the realm of pirates and sail. In particular
we would like to recognize the work of Howard Pyle and Frank E. Schoonover whose images are featured prominently
throughout this game.

HOWARD PYLE  1853–1911

Born in Wilmington, Delaware in 1853, Howard Pyle is one of the foremost American illustrators. He published his first
illustrated poem in the July, 1876 issue of Scribner's Monthly. Over the next 30 years, he produced more than 3,000
illustrations that were published in numerous books and magazines. He also wrote and illustrated many books himself
including his famous Book of Pirates.

Howard Pyle was also a dedicated teacher. He taught at the Drexel Institute in Philadelphia and held summer classes in
Chadds Ford, Pennsylvania. He also conducted, at no charge, special classes for gifted students in his Wilmington studio.
His students included Stanley Arthurs, Harvey Dunn, Frank E. Schoonover, and N. C. Wyeth. Today they are collectively
known as The Brandywine School. He moved to Italy in 1910 to study the Renaissance masters. He died in Florence the
next year and is buried there.

FRANK E. SCHOONOVER  1877–1972

Frank E. Schoonover was born in Oxford, New Jersey in 1877. He enrolled at the Drexel Institute in Philadelphia in 1896
where he was accepted into Howard Pyle’s class for aspiring illustrators. Pyle saw promise in the young artist and in both
1898 and 1899, awarded him one of only ten scholarships to his Chadds Ford summer classes.

In early 1900 Schoonover moved to Wilmington to continue his studies with Pyle. That same year he landed a commission
for four illustrations for the book A Jersey Boy in the Revolution. Thus began a prolific artistic career spanning over 60 years.
He painted actively until the mid 1960s and completed approximately 2,200 illustrations for over 130 books and other
publications. Like his mentor Howard Pyle, Frank E. Schoonover also found time to conduct art classes at his studio for
almost 20 years.



“Which Shall be Captain”
by Howard Pyle




